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Number of worker hours cut hy
management plummets from 400 to 60
By ANNE BOUTHILETTE'10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

www.courant.com
Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band kicked off their latest tour at the Hartford Civic Center. Professor Louis Masur
reviews the concert. Check out the review and a color spread of the Boss over the years on page 12 in the Arts section.

New Committee Poses Social Solutions
By SARAH HARVEY'11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
After several months of weekly meetings, the Campus Climate
Charter Committee, established
last semester in the wake of the
racial controversies that occurred
on campus, is getting closer to
producing some concrete results.
Students can jho^e^toseepossia new student center as a social
outlet, in addition to more social
options. These potential results
will be spearheaded by the report
that the Committee is currently
drafting to present to the student
body and then to the Board of
Trustees.
The goal of the committee is
to help improve the climate of
Trinity and to assist in making
the College a more open and
friendly place. It consists of three
students, three staff, three professors, and three trustees.
Students on the committee
"are there to represent the student body's interests," said member Stephen Simchak '08. He has
been on the committee since it
was founded last winter. Cristina
Wheeler-Castillo '08 is serving on
the committee for the first time
this year. She says that one of the
major goals of the committee this
semester is to be "transparent" for
students, faculty, and other members of the campus community.
The Trinity community needs to
biow that "steps are being taken
to address hate crimes, discrimination, and close-mindedness."
She also emphasizes that the
committee is important in examining the "structural changes"
that are necessary in order to create a more supportive environment at Trinity. While students
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have "a lot of power to act and
change matters ourselves," the
committee is trying to address the
problems at a more fundamental
level and will have the capability
of following through with its recommendations for creating an
improved campus community.
The biggest possible improvement supported by the members
of the committee is the construcf" a large ' student 6ent6t. '
Currently Trinity does not have a
location where all students can
mix together. While Mather Hall
acts as a makeshift "student center" with a post office, bookstore,
and dining options, it does not
provide ample space for student
activities. Gallows Hill is the only
real option for student activities,
"which is too small and doesn't
offer the kinds of services that
other colleges offer their students," said Simchak. The committee is discussing creating a
larger student center that would
enable all students to participate

in activities together.
Another one of the main
issues addressed by the committee are the social options available to students on campus, especially on the weekends. As
Simchak said, "The simple fact is
that there are not enough alternative social outlets for students."
One of the issues is that Greek
organizations are too small, and
do 'hbt' fi&VS1 W ^ e ^ u f f c e F ^ '
entertain all of the students on
campus. Unfortunately, when the
Greek organizations "are forced
to turn people away from parties"
due to this lack of space and
resources, it causes "resentment
from some people in the community."
Simchak believes that the
Greek organizations should not
have to bear the responsibility of
entertaining a large fraction of
the student body, just as nonGreek students should not be left
see COMMITTEE on page 10

Campus Climate Charter Committee
Mission: "To help improve the climate of Trinity and to assist in
making the College a more open and friendly place"
Members: Three Students
Three Staff
Three Professors
Three Trustees

,

.
.

:

Goals: To be "transparent" for students, faculty, and other
members of the campus community;
To examine the "structural changes" that are necessary in
order to create a more supportive environment at Trinity;
To promote the construction of a large student center;
To explore the role of the cultural houses and the
availability of rides to off-campus activities; and,
To draft a report by November and "have an open forum
with the community to talk about possible additions

and revisions" and then present this to the Board of
Trustees.
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New comedy featuring Steve
Carrell gets the laughs, but the
ending is predictable, Page 15

student protests.
For, many students, knowledge
that Chartwells employees, many
The dispute over a reduction of whom have been working at
in hours for many Chartwells Trinity for decades, would face a
employees has finally been reduction in hours led to an
resolved, thanks in part to the immediate reaction to lend their
help of concerned faculty and stu- support. Through rallies and with
dents. The discussion started a few the help of student representatives
weeks ago with an e-mail sent out such as Murphy and Student
to students and faculty in response Government Association President
to a statement released by Andrew Pedro '08, the students
Chartwells.
made their voices heard and also
"On Wednesday, Oct. 3, played an active role in helping to
Leonard Nalencz of Unite Here ensure the best situation possible
called me to report that the man- for Chartwells employees.
According to Pedro, the realagement had agreed to reverse
many of the schedule changes and ization "that the information availlimit the cut in collective hours to able to the public was not
60," said James Murphy '08, one
see CHARTWELLS on page 10
of the students spearheading the

Trinity Students Capture
Criminal atVernon Place
Helies and Isbrandtsen aided the
Hartford officer. They jumped a
fence, running to the window
Trinity's urban location, where the officer and culprit were
along with the level of student struggling.
dedication to safety were made
"We both grabbed the guy's
evident on Friday, Oct. 5. when legs but he was holding onto a
a Hartford man attempted to desk inside the room so he was
jump through a dormitory win- tough to get out. His pants had
dow while running from the been ripped off,"
recalled
police.
Isbrandtsen.
Students -Steve
Two of the students present, Dilanian '08 and Danny Zevnik
Christian Helies '08 and Nicholas '08 joined in the struggle.
Isbrandtsen '10, recall being in
With additional help on
the backyard of the Alpha Delta hand, Helies said, "we all decided
Phi fraternity when they "heard a to just rip him out of the winHartford police officer shouting dow, so we did, and he flew to
and running after someone."
the ground, where we all held
While on patrol Hartford him as he was still struggling.
Police Lieutenant Brian Foley The officer handcuffed him.
observed a man doing heroin in a Some of my friends had cuts and
parked and allegedly stolen car on blood from the incident, but
everyone was fine."
Allen Place.
Upon approaching the vehiAs surrounding windows concle, the man drove off, attempt- tinued to fill with curious faces
ing to elude capture. He drove and frantic voices, Campus Safety
up Allen Place, abandoned the arrived. The man was apprecar in the High Rise parking lot, hended and driven away in a
and ran to a Vernon Place first police car, leaving behind a scene
floor window on the side of the of broken glass, bloodied cement,
building that faces the Alpha and shaken students.
Delta Phi fraternity. Director of
While Campus Safety and the
Campus Safety Charles Morris Hartford Police say they are well
notes that "thankfully" no one prepared to deal with incidents
was in the room at the time.
like these, students still worry.
After determining that the This specific incident, though
officer needed help in apprehend- labeled by Dean of Students
ing the culprit, Peter Jackson '08
called Campus Safety while
see COMMUNITY on page 7
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Chartwells Labor Dispute
Student reaction to the new dining ing services at Trinity. All first year,
hall has been mixed. Some dislike the sophomore, and junior students who
color schemej others miss the long live on campus are required to purtables where big groups could sit chase a meal plan. The least expentogether to eat, and most students won- sive meal plan Chartwells offers
der why those high-priced televisions those students is the 19 Traditional,
mounted on the walls are never turned which costs $1,665 per semester. The
on. But overall, the renovated Mather most expensive meal plan is the 19
Main Dining Hall has been a tremen- Flex Plus $50 Chartwells Dollars,
dous success. The food seems to be which costs $2,000 per semester.
fresher and warmer, and the menu That means that the majority of
options appear to be more diverse. Trinity students are paying, at miniPerhaps best of all, the dining hall is mum, $3,330 per year on food.
That's a lot of revenue Chartwells
stunningly clean.
While Chartwells management cer- takes in every year from Trinity stutainly has a lot to do with how well the dents.
It is important to note that the
new dining hall turned out, it is the
workers who are in the kitchen, behind cost of meal plans increases each
the counters, and on the floor every day year (last year the 19 Traditional plan
was $1,585 per semester, meaning it
making sure students get their meals.
That is why the Tripod is glad to increased by $160 over the past year).
report that the dispute between This fall the cost of popular combo
Chartwells management and employees meals at the Bistro and Cave also
has been settled. On top of more expen- increased (from $5.50 to $5.75).
Granted, this was the first increase in
sive meal plans and combo meals, and
paying for products that could be pur- combo meals in five years, but the
chased at a local CVS or Wal-Mart for fact remains that students are paying
50 cents or. a dollar less, the last thing more than they did last year for the
students wanted to hear was that same amount of food.
The men and women that stuChartwells was going to slash 400 working hours from its employees schedules dents encounter on a daily basis in
Mather, the Bistro, and the Cave are
without consulting them beforehand.
The Chartwells corporate Web site fine workers. They are not the ones
says that, "We've found the easiest way who determine the cost of meal
to teach responsibility is to take it." The plans or increase the price of combo
Tripod is relieved that Chartwells even- meals. The workers are friendly and
professional. Therefore, the Tripod is
tually came to its senses and worked out
a schedule that the union could accept. pleased that Chartwells management
•Nonetheless, it is unacceptable that ultimately took the employees' justiChartwells would think sJashing 400 fied grievance seriously and respondworking hours was a responsible act to ed by restoring 85 percent of the
working hours that were going to be
begin with.
Chartwells has a monopoly on din- cut.

Urban and Global Studies
This Friday will mark the kickoff of
the College's new Center for Urban
and Global Studies. This should be an
exciting day for all members of the
Trinity community, as the Center, led
by new Dean Xiangming Chen, will
provide students and faculty a number
of opportunities to engage the world
beyond Trinity's borders.
The events begin at 1 p.m. Friday
afternoon in the Washington Room.
The programs will include various
speeches and presentations by Trinity
administrators, students, and faculty.
The keynote speaker will be Professor
Saskia Sassen of Columbia University.
Her speech will answer the question:
"Why does the Urban thrive with the
Global?"

Trinity continues to promote
itself as one of the only top liberal
arts institutions located in an urban
environment, and yet the relationship between the College and
Hartford is not as strong as some
would argue. Most Trinity students
do not venture off campus and there
are constant debates among the student body regarding whether or not
local residents should be allowed on
campus or not. Ideally, the Center
for Urban and Global Studies will
tackle those issues and many more
over the next few years. •
• Friday's events are free and open
to the public, and the Tripod
encourages anyone who is able to go
to do so.

Quotations of Note
"But when you're Bill Clinton apologizing for the Monica Lewinsky
scandal, the speech has to be longer than the act itself. If anything,
after his apology, he should've sat in the comer for some quiet time."
-San-Eou Lan, "Apologies Not the Way to Excuse Bad Behavior,"
p. 3
"Hailed as one of the greatest live performers of his generation,
Springsteen grabs hold of heart and mind and tries not to let go."
-Professor Louis Masur, "Hartford First Stop On Springsteen Tour,"
p.12
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Letters to the Editor
do is leave campus and interact with the
Hartford community. And it's not just
Hartford - there are higher poverty rates
I recently read San-Eou Lan's op-ed in among non-white groups than among
the Tripod this week and felt compelled to whites in America and in the rest of the
refute his mistakes, faulty logic, and poor world. If it's so easy to speak of the connection between race and poverty, why
reporting.
The first thing that I would like to direct can't we begin to discuss the connection
attention to is the opinion that I authored between race and privilege in society as •
in the Tripod last year, '"Of Color' Status well? In my opinion, the use of party
Not Yet Seen as Typical of Trin." In it, I drugs is one of the most flamboyant of
make a thoughtful connection between well- privileges that exist among the world's
to-do students' use of cocaine to the larger wealthy.
racial issues on campus and in society, hi
Mr. Lan's report twice indicates that I
fact, the Supreme Court is currently hearing used the word "crack" at last year's stutestimony to determine whether punishing dent forum. In fact, I am fully certain that
crack cocaine offenders equally to powder he fully misquoted me and then had the
cocaine offenders is lawful. (A piece on this journalistic audacity to place quotation
topic would be much more mind-stimulat- marks around his version of what I said.
ing than Mfc Lan's simplistic perception of The same mistake occurred last fall when
Trinity's racial issues). Not once did I Bill Cosgrove '08 had also carelessly misaccuse "white people of being blonde haired quoted me as using the word "crack."
and blue eyed students doing crack on the Now if the point that I had been making
weekends." Instead, I said that the image of wasn't about Trinity students' flaunting
Trinity College is blonde-haired, blue-eyed their wealth, the difference between saying
students who use cocaine at the fraternity "crack" and "coke" wouldn't matter.
houses. Again, unlike Mr. Lan stated, not However, that was the very reason that I
once did I ever accuse anyone of using said "coke" and did not say "crack." Why
crack. My reference to drug use was meant would I have ever said "crack" when talkto let my fellow students know how Trinity ing about Trinity's extremely wealthy and
is perceived and why many students of upper-class student body? It absolutely
color, including myself, had largely felt dis- makes no sense for any Tripod reporters
affected.
to continue to misquote this extremely
Because of powder cocaine's price range, important point that I have been trying to
users largely come from wealthy and privi- make.
leged backgrounds. This is no different at
To add insult to injury, Mr. Lan then
Trinity College. Yet according to any stu- incorrectly identified me as a Muslim
dent who was offended by my statements a when he said that I shouldn't "do to othyear ago, race and economics have nothing ers what [I] wouldn't want done to [me]."
to do with each other. This is clearly not He then continued to say that if I wanthe case when all anyone at Trinity has to
see ALUM on page 4

Alum Offers Response to
Arguments in Last Week's Article
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Wasting
Food an
Art Form
ByWEIWEIXIE'll
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Everyone
knows
that
Connecticut is
among the richest states in the
country.
But
you'll probably
fail to guess
where the greatest wealth of the
state is to be found. It's right here
— on the campus of Trinity where
every single day, students are sparing no efforts to demonstrate that
Connecticut does live up to its
name.
A perfect place to experience
the surplus and extravagance is no
doubt the Mather Hall dining
room. And once you are inside this
hall, the ultimate goal is to show
off our wealth as well as eat. So
what do we do? We dump food.
Basically what you want to do is
first to grab a plate (or preferably,
several plates), and get whatever
food that falls in your eye-sight and
as much as possible. Then with all
the food, drinks, and maybe a pile
of napkins enough for the rest of
your life, you sit down and eat.
Aitei you finish the teeny-Uny poi1
tlon of the food wfiich' "yoff fealtyneed, here comes the most exciting
part.
With some maneuver of the
plates and food, you carry all the
stuff straight down the dining hall
(and if you do a really admirable
job at getting food, you may have
to make several trips to dump all
you get) and turn left at the end,
and dump it. The most common
mistake that some beginners are
likely to make is limiting the choice
and quantity of the food they take
by their actual tastes and stomachs.
This can be easily overcome, however, by always keeping in mind
that the guideline of dining on
campus is "Eat, live and dump."
And trust me, dumping food is fun
or they won't have your card
swiped so that you can't dump
more than three times a day.
Some kids are just naturally better at it than others. I once saw a
guy dump two whole muffins, a
pile of toast, numerous cookies, a
whole glass of juice and some other
food, which I can't remember,
without a care. Don't get discouraged though if you feel uncomfortable at first dumping food. Since
everyone else is dumping, soon
you'll learn to do it and gradually
get used to that, and all of a sudden, bang; dumping food becomes
part of your life. And what's even
more exciting is that once you start
to excel at dumping food, you are
then able to apply what you have
learned at the dining hall into
other aspects of life.

Foreign Policy in Burma Polarized Politics Leave
Filled with Contradictions No Room for Moderates
By KATE PRENDERGAST '08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Massive
peaceful
protests
in
Burma
have
drawn
the
world's attention to its totalitarian government, which has ruled since
1962. In order to understand the
current protests and government
crackdown, dubbed the Saffron
Revolution by the international
media, we must first examine
briefly their historical context.
After the end of British colonial
rule in 1948, Burma was ruled
democratically until a military
coup which installed General Ne
Win as the nation's leader. After
25 brutal years riddled with
severe political oppression and
economic stagnation, students
staged a protest on the Rangoon
University campus. On Aug. 8,
1988, military forces killed a student protester, thus setting in
motion massive pro-democracy
protests across the country.
Though conclusive Figures are
near impossible to come by, the
military killed thousands of protesters during the 10-day protest.
The ironically named State Peace
and Development
Council
(SPDC) has maintained iron-clad
control over Burma ever since
the swift annulment of the 1990
election of Nobel Prize winning
democratic candidate Aung San
Suu Kyi.
With a rapid and shallow historical debriefing in place (if this
were television news, the previous paragraph would have been
whittled down to a 15-second
photo montage timed to a deliciously melodramatic backbeat),
we fast forward 17 years to Aug.
2007. The Burmese government
So what can you do in your derives a massive portion of its
room to show that you are in the revenues from foreign oil sales
richest place in the country? Well, (warning: foreshadowing). On
Aug. 15, 2007, the Burmese government lifted fuel .subsidies,
see STUDENTS on page 4

which not only raised fuel prices
but also sent food costs skyrocketing and citizens into the streets.
Public protests began on Aug. 19
and were met by military violence, widespread arrests and stilllarger crowds. Despite intense
military crackdown, protests continued to grow in size and scale;
by Sept. 22, nearly 2,000
Buddhist monks marched in
Yangon and 10,000 in Mandalay.
Popular reverence for monks in
predominantly Buddhist Burma
made these marches enormously
significant. In following days,
marches continued and increased
in size, with crowds of protesters
50,000 deep reported by eyewitnesses.
As protests grew, a military
crackdown surged into action;
though government
figures
report a mere 13 deaths, other
sources list numbers well in the
thousands. In Burmese society,
Buddhist monks are revered as
the country's moral core; while
state-sponsored mass murder is
repulsive regardless of context,
murdering Buddhist monks in
Burma sends an especially ominous message to the Burmese
public. Many protesters not
killed immediately were arrested
and imprisoned. Though an Oct.
11 government-issued report lists
2,100 prisoners, 700 of whom
had been released, other sources
estimate that far more protesters
are imprisoned. A BBC report
issued Oct. 1 estimates as many
as 4,000 monks have been killed,
a figure most likely deceptively
low.
What does the United States,
our beloved bastion of constitutional integrity, military prudence, and press freedom, think
of the Burmese government? In
2005,
Secretary
of
State
Condoleeza Rice ranked Burma
one of the "Outposts of
Tyranny," a diplomatic hit-list of
sorts rounded out by other
democracy-poor and resourcesee CHEVRON on page 5

ByJOETARZI'OS
TRIPOD STAFF

say "not this time, I'm taking this
water I paid for, and this power I
paid for, and washing my clothes
I've always without paying the extra $2.50."
been fascinated Of course that will never happen,
by the small because it's no longer the '60s and
eccentricities of people no longer wish to be
Trinity.
For smelly.
example,
we
I, like so many others over the
pay for electrici- age of 12, have lost faith in the
ty through our power of protest. The federal govresidential fee and '•"'we pay for ernment has removed the ability
water through our residential fee to protest by creating "free-speech
yet we pay a premium for washing zones" and Chartwells has
machines which are powered by removed our ability to boycott by
water and electricity. Now I'm forcing us to pay them whether
sure that the school would argue we eat their food or not. Yes, litthat, along with so many other tle by little our rights and liberties
rip-offs at Trinity, that it is not are being stripped away in this
Trinity that is ripping us, but a country. Look at it this way, no
third-party company. Still, every one is going to transfer to
time I pay $2.50 for water and Wesleyan because we can't boypower to wash a load of laundry I
feel someone should stand up and
see IDEAS on page 6

Apologies Not the Way
To Excuse Bad Behavior
BySAN-EOULAN'09
TRIPOD STAFF
I'm sorry.
These
two
words have the
ability to wash

I'm sorry I
slept through class. I'm sorry
that I take too long in the bathroom. I'm sorry that I left you
with an unwanted love child.
Correction, I take that last one
back. These two words are quite
possibly the most frequently
used words in human history.
From the greatest ruler to the
lowest peasant, we have all said
"I'm sorry." Yet despite this,
these two words are also the
most frequently abused. Even
though I'm sorry I slept through
class, I'm actually not sorry I
take so long in the bathroom.
What can I say? Beauty takes

time,, people.
So what does this mean for
society? In the past few years,
these two words have been elevated to celebrity status. Mel
Gibson apologized after the
infamous "sugar tits" incident;
Mark Foley apologized for his
sexual
transgressions
with
minors; and Bill Clinton apologized after his scandal. People
have used the phrase "I'm sorry"
so many times that it's lost all
meaning. It's as useless as the
appendix.
It can be added on to any
statement, instantly giving it an
apologetic tone. Anything offensive you say can be justified
when you say "I'm sorry." I'm
sorry, but the world doesn't
work that way. People aren't forgiven just because they're sorry.
Sadly though, the abuse of the
- phrase means when people actusee PHRASE on page 5
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"Drunk Bus" A Necessity for Students

the.wall and hanging ominously lining Crescent Street. Being
over the recliner next to the televi- stranded on the south side, we
sion, much to the chagrin of the needed a way back home.
Trinity Days, or Reading
I
fondly groups of female visitors who scut- Thankfully, there waiting for us
Days, is a time for students j
remember a late tled through for parties on was trusty Dattco. Some called it
to catch up on their work, or
winter
night Thursday nights. On this particu- the Party Bus, or the Drunk Bus,
to read books they didn't
three years ago lar night, my roommate, in his or some other term of endearthat, for the great mirth, had chosen to take ment, and it lived up to these titles
have the time to read before.
most
part, was the object from its usual spot and on this night, as my friend had the
What work did you catch up
unremarkable. It slipped it through the open Fly of good humor to leave the object in
on or what books did you
was the usual his jeans. Any fan of physical or for the ride and the crowd of
read?
story: a small pregame in our prop comedy can see the obvious intoxicated wanderers had a good
dorm room at Park Place followed comedic possibilities of such an laugh as the bus bounced down
Trinity Days, when used for by a night out and about through act, and it proved to be a hilarious Summit Street.
the reason they exist, provide j dorms and frat basements for scene to see him casually holding
Three years later, the Drunk
everyone on campus a brief •, some general merrymaking. What a conversation with twenty some- Bus is gone, replaced by a shuttle
moment to catch up on important issues left dangling as the j set this night apart from so many thing inches of soft plastic hang- service that has come under a
semesters pick up speed. Fourteen or 15 weeks (including read- others was the presence of a cer- ing down his kg.
great deal of criticism from stuing days and examination days) flee with the wind., somehow, tain enormously exaggerated plasNow, the point of this small dents. It seems that it has refused
semester after semester. I have asked scores of students how they tic replica of a part of the male anecdote is not to glorify inappro- rides to anyone with an open conspend their time on Trinity Days. Some, for certain, may use the anatomy (which I'm certain you priate humor or to. give you a bad tainer, leading to many a late
time off from classes and labs for mini-vacations, but in my expe- can identify with a bit of imagina- impression of mine or my friends' nighter choosing to forgo the
rience, these students would be in a decided minority on campus. tion). Said object was the result of character as we shamelessly pre- available transportation and make
Those in my seminars and those students whom I have asked have a scavenger hunt and was excited- sented this object with great the walk across campus. And, as
always responded to me that they use Trinity Days to catch up ly procured from a less than rep- amusement. I'm not quite up on for visibility and transportation,
on reading assignments on which they may be somewhat tardy, utable shop on the Berlin the law, but I'm certain that some- the smaller size of the vans couget started on essays that are due come the mid-point of the aca- Turnpike that lucidly had a two one probably would have had pled with what seems like a smalldemic term, or try to get ahead, especially in the fall, since the for one deal on "toys," After its grounds to have it confiscated. er amount of appearances has led
Thanksgiving break provides another hiatus in the academic term original use in securing victory in The point lies in the end of the people to get away from using
before the nish to finish term papers due at the end of the fall the scavenger hunt, its role night. We had wandered through them. Anyone can see the inherterm or to try to be prepared for Final examinations.
became a bit tedious until it Jarvis, around North Campus, to
We had a discussion on this topic the week before Trinity found a home slapped up against the Purple House and the dorms
see BETTER on page 6
Days in my senior seminar. To a person, when I asked if the tradition should continue, each of our seminar participants replied
that Trinity Days served a very important purpose and should
remain in the academic calendar. I know each of these students
continued Bom page 2
Tnpod editors who oversaw his everyone that my beautiful and
well enough to trust that they were being completely honest in
work responsible for both misquot- intelligent mother has taught me
their appraisals.
For those of us who labor in the administrative vineyard, -ted people to "stop generalizing ing me and falsely identifying me as many golden rules (of the best are
whether classes meet or not has relatively little impact on our Muslims as terrorists," that I a Muslim. With these mistakes, to recycle and to hold doors). If
daily schedules. The work of the College goes forward, whether should stop accusing white people Mr. Lan has shown carelessness for anyone has any doubts, including
I have my weekly seminar on Monday afternoons or not or of things that I never accused them the issues at hand - a type akin to Mr. Lan, I would highly encourage
whether Dean Fraden's fixst-yeai seminar is held. Meetings on of being. I went to Trinity College the apathy of Trinity's student them to pay her and my father a
campus and off continue to be scheduled. Correspondence with for four years and spent four years body while I attended. In general,. visit especially now that their nest
others in the Trinity constellation never ceases. Planning for the explaining these simple rules to as I find his concept of Trinity's racial in Middlebury, CT is empty for the
future moves forward, whether classes are in session or not. For many people as possible on cam- issues to be unsophisticated. His first time in 23 years. Though I
writing lacks journalistic integrity, haven't seen Alfonso's film, I'd like
a brief while when students are not on campus, I appreciate the pus:
Sometimes, Arab = Muslim.
he overly employs faulty logic, and to congratulate him for his hard
quiet, but after a day or so, whatever time of the year, I find someSometimes, Arab = Christian.
his arguments presume untruths - work and ability to continue engagthing missing when the students are not around: as if the quiet
And even sometimes, Arab = and that's all in the one paragraph ing the College in these important
campus were to resemble a beautiful encasement without anyhe dedicated to me. Before writing issues. Furthermore, I am glad to
thing of value inside: thus, I always prefer the campus alive with Jewish.
In my case, John Jabbour = about such hot topics, I would sug- hear that President Jones and the
students.
As for my own reading, books have long ago been a central Christian Arab ... John Jabbour =£ gest that he try tackling the issues deans are still involved in making
on a deeper level. Instead of writ- Trinity a more accepting place for
focus of my life, as my wife can attest. She once told a reporter Muslim.
How hard is this to under- ing off serious ideas brought to the minority students. I am a strong
years back that she and I would soon be living in a tent in the
yard since the books and old, leaking cars were going to take over stand? Was the gold crucifix forum by David Calder '08 and advocate for institutionalized
all the space inside. While our students were catching up on around my neck not large enough James Murphy '08, he should have change and would be elated to hear
their reading these last Trinity days, I finished two books I would to blind everyone on the Lower given more consideration to them that they are making those kinds of
recommend: Candice Millard's 2007 book on Theodore Long Walk? I am never" offended and written about how their ideas strides in the future. Having gone
Roosevelt's daunting trip up the Mirer of Doubt, a 1000-mile then when people guess that I am could be realized in the future. In through a quite bumpy Trinity
unmapped tributary to the Amazon, and the Taylor/Johnson Muslim, but Mr. Lan did not con- dismissing them, he maintains the experience, I encourage them to be
book Until Proven Innocent, on the Duke lacrosse team. sult anyone about this crude destructive discourse that will in tune with students, especially
Instead, Mr. Lan never help Trinity rid itself of those who feel misrepresented, and
Millard's book on Theodore Roosevelt, for anyone interested in assumption.
hard-core adventures, is a dazzling account of heroism, bravery, employed a misconception having racism. The final and probably to continue moving beyond a camthe most arduous of physical endurance, and simple human .dig- to do with my ethnicity in order to most personally degrading assump- pus that hosted the horrible events
fulfill his journalistic duties. By tion that Mr. Lan makes is accus- of last fall.
nity.
ing my mother of not teaching me
The trip took years from Theodore Roosevelt's life, but the doing so, he has insulted me.
John Ihsan Jabbour
I hold Mr. Lan and whichever the Golden Rule. I can assure
account of the courage it took to undertake the trip is a wonderClass of 2007
ful commentary on a great human being. In the case of the
Taylor/Johnson book, presidents ail over the country are reading
it to learn critically important lessons. The three young white
students on the lacrosse team, by having a party and inviting
up a perfect example for us. The lions of people around the world
continued Bom page 3
black strippers, set in motion a string of events nearly impossible
central air conditioning system in are starving (and some starve to
to believe. That the last name of the rogue prosecutor has become the light, of course, is never to be Williams Memorial is famous for death), not the tale that the energy
a neologism (to be "nifonged" now means to be railroaded and turned off (I'm not even sure being "once on,
resources are runtried in public without any evidence) is its own commentary whether they have a switch for that always on" and
ning short globalSo why on earth are
about the possible abuses of "justice" and the costs of straying function). Whatever device can be most of the
ly, and still less the
from the truth. I have bought copies of Until Proven Innocent charged should always be charging. rooms on campus
the kids at Trinity so
fact that cooks
for each of our coaches and have asked them to read the account It's a pity that the electric fan, are illuminated all
take their time to
dedicated to the cause
and then to discuss taking personal responsibility for one's which has been working day and night long, just to
prepare the food.
of showing off their
actions with each of our teams: a good lesson for each of us to night, regardless of the presence of show the whole
We turn a deaf ear
remember. The utterly bizarre side-line of the Duke lacrosse sit- people in the room, is soon going world how rich
to all the nonwealth? I guess a simuation is that Tom Wolfe, who received an honorary degree from to be put away. But we'll figure out we are.
sense
and we bitple answer is that the
our College this past May when he gave the Commencement something to replace.it so that
terly
condemn
Thus supportschool sets up a perfect
address with his son a member of the graduating class, prescient- there are always several electric ed by the school,
those who don't
ly wrote the account of the Duke lacrosse situation before reality appliances running at the same kids at Trinity are
conform to us.
example for us.
actually then followed his fiction in I Am Charlotte Simmons.
time in an empty room.
No matter what
committed to the
So why on earth are the kids at holy cause of proving the state's though, this state keeps us going
Trinity so dedicated to the cause of wealth and another good great even if the whole world is against
Please send any questions for President Jones to trishowing off wealth? I guess a sim- thing about us is that nothing will this trend. We are just too proud of
ple answer is that the school sets deter us. Not the news that mil- our set habits.
pod@trincol!.edu

Questions

By MIKE ROBINSON'08
TRIPOD STAFF

Alum Unsatisfied With Tripod Article

Students Stuck inTheir Wasteful Ways

October 16,2007

Chevron Needs to Show Responsibility in Burma Involvement
continued from page 3

rich nations Iran, North Korea,
Cuba, Zimbabwe and Belarus.
According to a 2006 State
Department report, the United
States has issued an arms embargo, banned new investment and
imports, imposed an asset freeze
and prohibited the export of
financial services to Burma. In
direct response to the current situation, the Bush administration
has tightened economic sanctions against top members of the
military junta and, in a rare
moment of feigned respect for
the UN, urged the Security
Council to take action against
the junta.
Now you could be thinking
that maybe US foreign policy is
taking a turn for the altruistic,
imposing economic sanctions
against an oil rich country open
to foreign investment. Maybe
things are really getting better:
we'll opt not to invade Iran, start
driving hybrids and riding bikes,
and finally sever our dependence
on foreign oil once and for all,
thus allowing Al Gore to lounge
on his porch swing, drink
Country Time lemonade and
admire his Nobel Prize as it glistens beside him as our children
and polar bears enjoy a planet
spared from the horrors of global warming.
Not. So. Fast. The 2006 sanc-

tions against new investment m tal foreign regimes are absolutely
Burma contain several loopholes, necessary; ethics regulations for
through one of which charged big oil companies are absolutely
Chevron Oil Company. This is unnecessary.
Now, this could be the part
no situation of a naive corporation stumbling upon oil some- of the article where I criticize my
where, only to discover later that fellow students for being ignorant
about
the government
There are a host of
Burma, big oil
violently oppressand everything
es its citizens:
everyday ways to trim
not
posted on a
according to a
our fiiel use that
Facebook wall or
report by Human
require a. new way of
taking place at
Rights
Watch,
Burmese villagers
thinking and an adjust- late night, but
I'm not going to
sued UNOCAL
ment to our daily roudo that for sever(now Chevron)
tines, if we begin to
al reasons. First,
for direct comit would make
plicity with the
make the connections
me a hypocrite: I
military junta.
between
ourselves
and
didn't realize the
According to the
the rest of the world.
US had oil ties in
lawsuit, Chevron
Burma
until
"knew about and
benefited from the Burmese Professor Vijay Prashad menarmy's use of torture, rape, and tioned them in class about two
unlawful land seizures to remove weeks ago. Second, it would
villagers from areas slated for make me ignorant by default:
development, and also the mili- one day, we will all hold Trinity
tary's use of forced labor to facil- College degrees; I'm only as
itate the pipeline construction. good as the rest of you, so I'm
The lawsuits were settled after the going to keep any mass generalcompanies agreed to make large ized belittling of my fellow stupayments." Foreign Policy lesson, dents to a minimum. Third, callU.S.-government style: Step 1: ing you all ignorant would not
Assign catchy video game name only be wrong, but would also
to offending government. Step 2: perpetuate the stereotype of the
Impose economic sanctions and apathetic Trinity student: after a
publicly condemn offending gov- while, criticism goes from conernment. Step 3: Make sure sanc- structively motivating to a
tions allow oil access. Step 4: destructive self-fulfilling propheEconomic sanctions against bru- cy. A group of people can only

be told how shallow and uninformed they are before they start
to believe it. What I will say,
however, is that knowledge is
power, and power is responsibilityLast week, we may not have
known that the Burmese government is murdering and imprisoning peaceful
pro-democracy
activists en masse, and that USowned Chevron Oil is helping to
pay for it. While civil liberties in
the United States have been whittled into wispy shadows of their
former selves in recent years (last
time I checked, that was criteria
for admission into the exclusive
Outposts of Tyranny, but that's
another self-righteous Tripod
article), but we still have it pretty
good; after all, our government
doesn't shut down Internet service when the rest of the world
criticizes us, as the Burmese military junta did a few days ago. We
can sign petitions directed
toward the Burmese junta;
Amnesty International has several on their Web site. We can
organize vigils, as Professor
Ellison Findly's class did on Oct.
5. My article is just a shallow
introduction to the Burmese crisis: we must keep reading and
make ourselves more knowledgeable, more powerful and more
responsible. We can talk to other
people, disseminating information and thereby creating more

powerful and responsible people.
We can organize corporate
responsibility campaigns, urging
Chevron to change their policies
in Burma and refusing to buy
their gasoline until things
change.
We can also take it one step
further and recognize how people suffer in faraway places to
guarantee our comfortable standard of living here in the United
States. We can be more responsible about our fuel use: we can
carpool, drive less, take public
transportation and consider buying smaller cars. We can become
more informed on just how
much gasoline we use here:
goods as innocuous and ubiquitous as bottled water require an
astronomical amount of fuel to
get from mountain spring to
parched lips.
There are a host of everyday
ways to trim our fuel use that
require a new way of thinking
and an adjustment to our daily
routines; if we begin to make the
connections between ourselves
and the rest of the world.
Whatever we do, it can and must
be big. As Trinity students, we
are smart, strong and privileged;
we have the intelligence and
resources to mobilize en masse
for whatever cause we select.
Now, we know about Burma,
which makes us powerful and
responsible.

Phrase T m Sorry" Has Along the Wrong Walk
Worn ourOver the Years What Did you Wear for the 80's Party?
continued from page 3

ally mean it, their apology is
shrugged aside.
It seems like we as a society
have forgotten what it means to
say "I'm sorry." Don't worry
though, because as Opinions
editor I need to say sorry to a lot
of folks, so let me re-teach you
the art of the apology.
:
First, you have to feel
remorse for what you do, otherwise, the apology doesn't count.
Saying "I'm sorry" when you
"accidentally" sleep with your
best friend's boyfriend/girlfriend
isn't going to cut it. You don't
just accidentally have sex with
somebody. Does the guy's dingdong "fall into" the girl's bajingo? Admit it, deep down inside
you wanted to do it. As long as
there's a little part of you that
wanted to do it, it doesn't count.
The biggest incident of saying sorry when you really don't
mean it is the Mel Gibson DUI
incident. Words have to come
from something, so his antiSemitic remarks just didn't pop
out of his arse. I don't care if it
came from a repressed trauma or
a bad upbringing; those kinds of
things come from somewhere.
Secondly, if you blame something in your apology, you can
only blame one thing. Mark
Foley blamed his scandalous
instant messages to alcoholism,
which is ok; but when he also
blamed the possibility of childhood priest molestation, that
didn't cut it. When you try to
blame two things for your

actions, then you look like
you're trying to justify what
wrong you caused, which makes
it seem you're justifying what
you did with lame excuses.
Thirdly, the length of an
apology should be relative to the
grievances you have caused. If
you accidentally lost a friend's
book, a simple minute apology
should suffice. But when you're
Bill Clinton apologizing for the
Monica Lewinsky scandal, the
speech has to be longer than the
act itself. If anything, after his
apology, he should've sat in the
corner for some quiet time.
Finally, denying something
first but then apologizing later
makes the entire apology invalid.
Mel Gibson did this, Mark Foley
did this, Bill Clinton did this,
and countless people still do
this. If you deny something, but
apologize for it later, the apology is insincere because you never
wanted to apologize in the first
place. You only apologized
because the truth was inevitable,
not because the apology was sincere.
But what is an apology
though? It's a statement of
remorse, when something outside your control changes the
circumstances. It's not a cop-out
to excuse something when something goes wrong under your
control. Excuse the behavior
with an apology.
If you meant to do something though, don't apologize
for it. Being an idiot is bad, but
being an insincere idiot is even
worse.

"Torts and a werewolf T-shirt where he's rollerblading
through space. Qas] teased his hair."
Victor Lopez
CLASS OF 2008
as Sandha
'CLASS OF 2009

"If only I could remember."
Ben Hayes
CLASS OF 2(
"An orange bandana, and an
Everlast shirt."
Marissa Powers '09
CLASS OF 2010 .
"I had neon and spandex."
Isabel Iwachiw
Class of 2010

"I wore normal clothes and when people asked me :'
I said I was from the future."
•N

Jessie Scordamaglia •
Class of 2010 v

*
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Better Transport Needed Ideas Taken Too Far by Both Parties
for Late Night Stragglers
vatives tend to take a bad idea and
go too far with it while liberals
cott Chartwells, just like no one is take a good idea and go too far
going to move to Canada because with it. Cases in point: the
of the free-speech zones. But Patriot Act and anti-smoking camimagine if Trinity suddenly closed paigns - one bad idea, and one
the frats, banned on and off cam- good idea both of which have
pus drinking, and put checkpoints impinged on individual freedoms.
at dorms - Wesleyan might just As much as I hate smoking, in my
have a few new refugees. But opinion the government of New
those changes, if they happen, will York State has no right to restrict
happen slowly, almost unnotice- private business owners from
ably, just like the gnawing away at allowing smoking in their establishments - and don't even get me
our national freedoms.
started on outSo who is to
door
smoking
Now,
granted,
I'm
blame? Well the
bans.
easy answer is the
biased but the main
conservatives, of
Every issue
problem that I see is
course - they
now has a left
that (on the national
have a lot of
and right side to
blood on their
it and people are
level) conservatives
hands. But let's
so far to one side
not forget the lib- tend to take a bad idea
or the other that
erals; they've got
and go too far with it
most
people
problems too. I
already
know
while liberals take a
know this is an
which party they
good idea and go too
oft-repeated arguare going to vote
ment but it bears
for in the 2008
far with it.
noting again - in
presidential electhis day and age most people in tion. Let me say this, if you've
this country, or at least most of already made up your mind about
the loudest people in this country the election before the candidates
are either too conservative or too have even been chosen, you don't
liberal. So much so that every- deserve a vote. If you are so far to
thing is now broken down into the right or the left that you canleft
vs. right, even the not even consider the arguments
Mets/Yankees rivalry in 2000 was of the other side, then you don't
summed up to be the more con- deserve a vote. Anyone who says
servative white collar team from conservatives are always wrong is
The Bronx vs. the blue collar an idiot. Anyone who says liberteam from Queens.
als are always wrong is an idiot. If
Now, granted, I'm biased but you're going to vote or not vote
the main problem that 1 see is for a candidate solely because
that (on the national level) conser- they're a woman, black, Italian,
continued from page 3

continued from page 4
ent danger of students, especially
alone, trekking around the college
late at night. The influx of campus
safety updates about students
caught up in criminal acts is
enough to convince. Now, it
would be easy to say that potential
riders should just toss their drink
and hop in, but, realistically, most
people aren't going to do that.
The same people who are in need
of a lift (and, really, the people
that a shuttle service is in place to
protect) are the night owls of the
weekend and usually have had
their fill of the good spirit, making them prone to irrational
behavior.
That's exactly why the Drunk
Bus was perfect for getting students where they needed to go.
The rules were loose, the rides
were fun, and the atmosphere was
inviting for even the most dedicated partier. The drivers, God bless
every one of them, took it all in
stride and even managed to have a
good time with all the silliness in
most situations. The students did
their part as well. There was a certain code of conduct for the rides.
People behaved well enough to
not cause any trouble with the
drivers, and if anyone strayed, they
were reeled in by the rest of the
passengers. Dattco became as
much a part of nightlife as anything else. It put everyone at ease

to know that a ride would loop
around several times an hour that
would get them where they needed to go with no hassle and no
interruption. And the nature of
the whole system drew people in.
They wouldn't forgo a ten minute
wait for the Drunk Bus to walk all
the way across campus.
Now, am I saying that we need
the Drunk Bus back so that students can act irresponsibly and
abuse it? Certainly not. It's just
that all the "bad" behavior that
gets so much attention from some
of the faculty and certain passionate students on campus as they
crusade to eradicate simple joys
like enjoying a bit too much stale
beer and laughing together about
an oversized phallus can be contained on something like good old
Dattco. I'm certain that if my
friend was spotted on Vernon,
there would have been an outrage
the next week from those groups.
And who knows what would have
happened if he had been spotted
by the wrong character on Broad
or Crescent.
We need the Drunk Bus back.
We need it because it created a system that everyone loved and used
and relied on. We need it to
encourage people to take rides
more often. Most importantly, we
need it for safety. We can't have
people walking home at all hours
of the night. Especially if they
choose to act a little silly.

Mormon, or Kucinich - then
you're an idiot. I'm a registered
Democrat, but I have been watching Mayor Giuliani closely for the
last few years because I considered him a good candidate for the
presidency before he actually
started campaigning and lost all
the credibility he gained as mayor
(oh Rudy, who's writing your
speeches these days?). The point
is I never wrote him off because
he wasn't a member of my party.
If the polarity in America
today has taught me anything, it's
that people really seem to hate
when other people don't think
like they do. But what people
need to learn is that instead of
trying to fundamentally change
the other guy's way of life you
should just try to enhance your
own. To put it more simply, liberals need to let conservatives go
to their Klan meetings and conservatives need to let liberals gay
marry each other. The fact is that
people just need to mind their
own business and if you can't
resolve your differences just stay
out of each other's hair. No one
is suggesting that we have gay
marriages at Klan meetings though it would probably make a
great sitcom - all that most people really want is to be allowed to
do what they want as long as it
doesn't hurt anyone else. But
that's not the way it works anymore, now you're only allowed to
do what you want as long as it
doesn't piss anybody else off And
that's what's wrong with America
today.

•

• •

Education invites you to an Information Session
on the Master's Programs run in New York and London.
We will be giving a presentation about post-graduate study at Christie's Education
for students eager to kick start a career in the international art worid.

When'. Tuesday October 16th at 7pm
Where: Career Services Lobby
Representatives:
Meredith Van Dyke, Marketing and Operations Administrator, New York, mvandyke@christies.edu
Catherine Hyotte, Admissions Officer, London chyotte@christles.edu
Christie's Education is an academic accredited institution within a gioba! business at the centre of the art world, Our internationaf
team of experts, art historians, practitioners, and artists are dedicated to inspiring the next generation of art world specialists
through a rigorous academic curriculum combined with current and emerging professional practice.
We provide an exclusive and intimate learning environment that privileges the study of works of art at first hand. Study sessions
take advantage of the artistic richness of each of these major art centres, and are held 'behind the scenes' in the auction house
warehouse, in museums, galleries, artist's studios and private collections. Assignments are based on professional models of
practice, training students to investigate materials and techniques and to explore issues of interpretation and value.
Christie's Education programmes develop intellectual creativity, professional maturity and expertise that enables students to make
considered career choices in a highly competitive workplace. For that reason, Christie's Education alumni flourish in their chosen
field and are leading figures in the international art world,
Please RSVP:
Meredith Van Dyke at mvandvke@christies.edu.
Be sure to include your University's name in your reply.
We look forward to welcoming you to Christie's Education,
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Mayoral Race Plagued By Controversy
By LILLffi LAVADO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Courtesy of the Trinity College Communications Office
Dr. Chen was named Dean of the new Center for Urban and Global Studies.

Opening of Center Brings
Another Dean to Campus
By JACYLN HOURIHAN '10

ence of Hong Kong.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER .
He also published a book, As
Borders Bend: Transnational
Last semester, Xiangming Chen Spaces in the PaciBc Rim, in 2000
was named Dean and Director of about his experience with comparthe Center for Urban and Global ative growth of cities, such as the
Studies, .is well as the Paul E. differences in the development of
Raether Distinguished Professor of coastal cities in comparison to
Sociology and
International other dynamic Asian cities in
Studies.
neighboring countries.
Earlier this year the College
After working in Shanghai,
launched an initiative to connect publishing arjother book, and
its renowned community learning working and teaching in Chicago,
and engagement tradition with its Dr. Chen now works out of 70
distinguished global programs by Vernon Street in his new position
creating the Center for Urban and as Dean.
Global Studies.
When asked
On Friday, Oct.
why
he accepted
"I was at a point in my
19 the official
his current posicareer [when] I felt I
dedication of the
tion at Trinity, he
wanted to do somecenter will take
responded, "I was
place in
the
thing more challenging, at a point in my
Was h in g t o n
career [when] I
something new to help
Room, with many
felt I wanted to
develop and build
speeches
and
do
something
events to follow.
more
challenging,
something that would
something new to
The general
allow me to draw from
help develop and
mission of the
my extensive research
build something
College's initiative is to create a
of cities and communi- that would allow
me to draw from
learning environties
from
a
comparative
my
extensive
ment that is betperspective both U.S.
research of cities
ter connected to
and communities
the
greater
and non-U.S.,.[...] so I
from
a comparaHartford area and
decided to take on this tive perspective
global cities, while
both U.S. and
challenge."
simultaneously
non-U.S., primaribringing this acaly Asia, so I deciddemic knowledge
-Dean
Xiangming
Chen
ed to take on this
and
practical
.
challenge."
experience back
In terms of the goals of the
to Trinity to catalyze intellectual
growth and leadership develop- program, Dr. Chen intends to take
advantage of Trinity's urban locament on campus.
tion
and global research through
Dr. Chen first became
the
center
to help develop. He
involved in the study of local and
global relations as a Duke plans to strengthen the synergistic
University graduate student. He connections of teaching, research,
wrote his dissertation
on and service in urban and global
Shenzhen, a city in southern studies in academic programs and
China that was rising as an impor- learning on campus, in the greater
tant economic zone, and more Hartford area, and around the
specifically on the city's growth world.
and the consequences for the local
communities owing to the influsee CHEN'S on page 8

The City of Hartford is in the
midst of a heated Mayoral race
that has several influential locals
vying for the Mayor's title in a
race with many twists and turns.
Incumbent Mayor Eddie Perez
is facing challenges to his position
in the Nov. 6 election. Although
Mayor Perez won the Democratic
primary, he has been facing the
repercussions of several alleged
scandals. These scandals have
fueled his challengers' fires.
In 2003, when Mayor Perez
won his second term as mayor,
voters approved three amendments to the City Charter. The
most important amendment created a so-called "strong mayor" - a
mayor that officially acts as the
CEO of the City.
This change to the City
Charter made way for Mayor
Perez to appoint himself as chairman of the Board of Education.
In 2005 many were already considering how much longer Mayor
Perez should remain in control.
Councilman Kenneth Kennedy

was quoted as saying he "couldn't
fathom how the mayor of such a
poor and struggling city could
add the fate of education to his
agenda of economic development,
increasing home ownership and
making the streets safe." Many
Hartford politicians and residents
are still calling for a change so that
"New England's Rising Star" is
not squandered by an ego.
State Representative Minnie
Gonzalez was Mayor Perez's main
competitor leading up to this
year's Sept. 11 Democratic primary. Both Rep. Gonzalez and
Mayor Perez have large Hispanic
constituencies which overlap.
Rep. Gonzalez was disqualified
from the primary due to an
alleged City Charter technicality.
The alleged charter rule, called
into action by Democratic
Registrar of Voters Shirley
Surgeon, is claimed to stipulate
that one campaign worker may
not simultaneously work on the
campaigns of two candidates.
Slate candidate Jonathan P.
Clark's
petition
for
the
Democratic primary was circulated by a campaigner who also cir-

culated Rep. Gonzalez's petition.
Hundreds of both Clark and
Gonzalez's signatures were nullified as a result. Rep. Gonzalez
took the matter to court on Aug.
24 and argued that Clark never
intended to actually run for mayor
in the first place.
Rep. Gonzalez is on the ballot
for the Nov. 6 election despite the
primary folly.
Four Democrats ended up on
the primary ballot. Representatives
Frank D. Barrows and Art Feltman
stepped out of the race after
Mayor Perez won with 49 percent
of votes cast. Charles Mathews has
remained in the race despite losing
the primary with the second
largest tally, 29 percent of the
votes.
Mathews has the lucrative
backing of former Hartford mayor
turned restaurateur, "Mayor Mike"
Peters. Peters preceded Mayor
Perez as mayor and left office after
the 2001 election but has
remained very influential in
Hartford politics. Many residents
felt the effects when Peters turned
see MAYOR on page 8

Community Concerned About Safety
continued from page 1
Frederick Alford as a "fairly random event," which prompted student intervention, has called into
question several aspects of
Campus Safety.
Incidents like these are not
daily occurrences at Trinity, but
they are not isolated events either.
The Campus Safety Annual
Report of 2006 states that at
Trinity from Jan. 1, 2006 through
Dec. 31,2006 there were three incidents of aggravated assault, 14 burglaries, two hate crimes, 20 motor
vehicle thefts, 10 robberies, and
seven forcible sex offenses. From
January 2007 to June 2007 there
were two incidents of aggravated
assaults, seven burglaries, six
motor vehicle thefts, four robberies, and six forcible sex offenses.
When attempting to get help,
students are encouraged to first
call Campus Safety. The call is
received by a dispatcher "who has
radio contact with Campus Safety.
The dispatcher is trained to take
action appropriate to the circumstances,
including
sending
Campus" Safety Officers or other
emergency personnel to the location of the complaint or incident"
(Annual
Report
2006).
Additionally, 48 blue emergency
call boxes are located across campus.
Following events last spring,
including the shooting at Virginia
Tech, Campus Safety at Trinity
began employing new strategies to
ensure student well-being. There is
a noticeable increase in the presence of marked vehicles and
patrolling officers on bike and
foot.
However, in spite of
increased action, incidents still
arise.
E-mails are sent out almost

weekly indicating even more incidents. This fall alone has produced no less than eight e-mail
warnings, including- burglaries;
robberies, destruction of properties, and incidents involving knives
and guns, even in broad daylight.
Jack Chatfield, Professor of
History at Trinity since 1978, finds
it unsettling that as he walked
across the LSC Quad last week, he
found himself pausing. "It was the
first time in 29 years that I
stopped and thought that maybe I
wasn't safe/3 he said. Though he is
quick to say that he has faith in
Campus Safety and is very aware
of their presence, especially as of
late3 it's still curious that there
appears to be an increase in incidents. He notes, "As I read these
campus reports I think I've never
been more alarmed about the
prospect of a very serious
episode."
In spite of all precautions and
enforcement, incidents are still
occurring.
Some students are
wary about their safety. One student recalls being in the Campus
Safety office last year when a call
came in indicating that an emergency call box had been activated.
She stood in the office astonished
at how long it took the officers to
determine which box the call had
come from. "I couldn't believe
how inefficient it was. If I was in
an emergency situation waiting for
help, I would not be comforted by
the response time and management of the situation," said the
student, who wished to remain
anonymous. While this may have
been a one-time and perhaps outdated situation, it is still indicative
of student sentiments.
Trinity's location is not conducive to ensuring a completely
safe environment - it is located in
the middle of an urban area. For

this reason, Morris cautions students to be "aware of what is going
on around them" and "report any
and all suspicious behavior to
Campus Safety." He says, "as
exemplified by the Oct. 5 incident,
we must all work together in ensuring safety." While this incident did
begin off-campus, it quickly
became a Trinity problem. Morris
acknowledged the bravery of the
students in aiding the police officer, citing the group effort it
required on the behalf of students,
Campus Safety, the Hartford
Police, and Buildings and
Grounds.
As with any city, no matter
how vigilant students are, and how
responsive Campus Safety is, incidents will arise. This isn't to say
that all crimes committed on campus are committed by non-students. In fact, many students are
resentful of Campus Safety's tendency to only inform students of
crimes committed by non-students
when student-to-student incidents
occur as well. Some students feel
as though this policy fosters a sentiment of fear towards Hartford
locals, furthering the gap that
exists between Trinity and the
community.
In general, students seem to
feel safe on campus.
They
acknowledge the imperfectness of
Campus Safety but still have faith
in their ability to effectively and
efficiently deal with situations.
Nobody appears to be naive to the
location of the school and the possibility of safety situations arising,
particularly not the Campus Safety
Office. Morris stated, "We can't
take anything for granted on this
campus as far as safety is concerned" but by working "closely"
with students and the Hartford
Police Department, we can all be a
little more secure.
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Mayor Perez Faces Re-election Challenges
continued from page 7

Saturday, October 13
Between the hours of 12
a.m. and 1 a.m., officers
were dispatched to deal
with underage drinking
violations in North
Campus Dormitory,
Mather Hall, and Elton
Dormitory. There was
also an alcohol violation
at High Rise Dormitory
later that night at 11:30
p.m.
At 3 a.m. a student
reported a theft from the
laundry room in the
Goodwin basement.
Officers were dispatched
and met with the student, who said that she
had started her laundry
earlier that evening and
returned at 3 a.m. to find
all of her clothing missing. Campus Safety is
looking into the incident.
At 6 p.m. the fire alarm
in Jackson Room 107
"went off. Officers were
dispatched and it was
determined to be a false
alarm.
At 8 p.m. a vandalism

outside of Hansen Hall
was reported. Officers
were dispatched to the
North side of Hansen
Hall to find two males
and one female who
were writing "Apple
Bottom Peachiz Bud," on
one of the granite blocks
outside of the building.
The officers were able to
identify the individuals
and the case has been
turned over to the Dean
of Students Office.
Sunday, October 14
At 12:06 a.m. officers
were dispatched to
Vernon Place where a
smoke detector was
going off. It was determined to be a false alarm
and officers were able to
reset the detector without issue.
At 12:30 a.m. there was
an alcohol violation at
the Ferris Athletic Center
Field House at the 80's
Dance. Officers were
dispatched to deal with
an intoxicated student
who was then sent to
Hartford Hospital.

his back on Mayor Perez. Last
week, Reps. Feltman and Barrows
also announced their endorsements of Mathews.
Some of Mayor Perez's other
Democratic contenders skipped
the primary and are running as
Independents in the general election. As of Friday, seven candidates were listed by the Town
Clerk's Office.
The numerous contenders may
cause votes to be widely spread,
making it difficult for any one of
Mayor Perez's foe's to win a
majority.
Twenty-year-old Raul Dejesus
is one of those Independents. He
happens to be a former intern for
Mayor Perez. Dejesus' Web site
states that "working for [the] Perez
administration was an eye-opening
experience" and it inspired him to
join
the Hartford
Police
Department, where he currently
works, and to run for mayor.
The only Republican candidate is Stan McCauley, a familiar
face on the Hartford Public
Access television station where he
is the Executive Director and
host of a talk show.
One of McCauley's campaigning ideas is to create a "City
Employee Housing Program."
This will involve recruiting people
who live in the city for positions
as policemen, teachers, and, eventually, other city positions, to
increase employment and tax

bases within the city.
Despite McCauley's admirable
campaigning rhetoric, Hartford
residents typically vote, for a
Democratic Party candidate. "The
last GOP mayor was Antonnia
Uccello [elected in 1967] and her
Republican predecessor was
Edward Allen [who was elected in]
1946," according to Trinity's
Associate Director of the Leonard'
E. Greenberg Center for the Study
of Religion in Public Life Andrew
Walsh. The Registrar of Voter's
data reveals that 71 percent of
Hartford's registered voters are
Democrats. Republicans account
for a mere 5 percent of voters
while 25 percent are independents.
Any presumed advantages for
Mayor Perez may be negated by
his most recent scandal, which
remains in headlines. Carlos
Costa, along with several of his
employees, was fined for improper
business practices with the Mayor
last Tuesday, Oct. 9. Costa's construction
company,
USA
Contractors, performed $20,000
worth of renovations to Mayor
Perez's Bloomfield Avenue home
without permits and did not bill
Mayor Perez until nearly two
years after the renovations began.
In his statement regarding the
issue, Mayor Perez claimed that
the billing delay was due to his
wife's illness in June 2005.
The big problem in this matter
lies with USA Contractors being a
city contractor. Costa's company
won a bid for the multi-million

Chen s Experience Brings
Trinity Closer to Goals
continued from page 7

take courses with urban content
that extend into Hartford cities
This objective will be achieved and communities. As juniors, stuthrough the introduction of urban dents will travel around the globe
courses and content into the cur- using their urban knowledge to
riculum
at
the
College. connect on a global level to the
Furthermore, internship opportu- area in which they are located.
nities will be geared more towards
Their final year at Trinity, stuHartford and to comparative glob- dents will bring their global expeal cities.
rience back with them in order to
"Internships are a critical com- better connect with Hartford and
ponent of Hartford-based pro- to strengthen the developing programs," he said. "We would like to gram.
Trinity's misextend
Greater
sion
for the proHartford based
"Internships are a critigram states its
internships to our
cal component of
purpose as to
global programs.
develop an inteWork experience
Hartford-based prograted
urban
along with study
grams [...] Work experiglobal objective
and courses proence along with study
of
combining
mote and stimuboth
teaching
late more interest
and courses promote
and
curricular
among our stuand stimulate more
development
dents to think of
interest among our stuinvolving
stuurban and global
dents with local
in integrated, coudents to think of urban
pled terms."
and global in integrated, urban issues in
Hartford
and
Initially the
coupled terms."
comparative globcenter will look to
al issues.
build
upon
Chen
says
Trinity's, present
-Dean Xiangming Chen
that he wants "to
foundation, consee the center
sisting of the
Community Learning Initiative, play a key : role in leading a
the Cities Program, and the broader-based effort across the
Hartford Studies Project. In addi- campus to advance that mission
tion, Dr, Chen hopes to create an of Trinity." He encourages the
educational process beginning Trinity community to attend and
freshman year that includes a learn about the center, which
focus on urban and global rela- will impact the educational experience of everyone here at the
tions.
'
Freshmen and sophomores will College.

dollar Park Street streetscape project in 2003 and in 2003 and 2004
they were given some no-bid contracts to perform millions of dollars in repairs to some downtown
parking garages. That scandal follows a line of alleged improprieties against Mayor Perez.
In early February, another
deal was revealed in which Mayor
Perez gave a no-bid contract to his
alleged friend, former State Rep.
Abraham L Giles. Giles's company, G&G Enterprises Inc., was permitted to assume management of
a lucrative city-owned parking lot
at Main and Trumbull Streets.
The contract gave Giles rights
to the property for a rent of
$1,000 per month. No percentage
of revenues was to be given to the
city. All of this was done behind
the backs of the City Council and
months after the Hartford Parking
Authority attempted to initiate
negotiations about the property.
Mayor Perez is a Trinity alumnus and may be able to garner
some support from the "close to
300 [undergrads] living off campus" this semester. While one student, who chose to remain anonymous, said she hasn't "really got
into it" and while the Trinity
Republicans were unable to comment on Hartford's upcoming
election, other students showed
enthusiasm for Hartford's political scene.
Education, crime, taxes, and
immigration will be other deciduous elements on Nov. 6.

MCAT
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Test names am registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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A.S.D. Recognizes Trinity's Place in its History

t.i

.'

In celebration of their
190th
anniversary,
the
American School for the Deaf
conducted a 190-mile bike
tour across the state of
Connecticut. Their four-day
trip included stops at many
locations integral to the history of their school.
The last stop on their Erst
day was at the Trinity College
Chapel, where a pew end
honors ASD founder Thomas
Gallaudet. Gallaudet's son
was a Trinity College graduate.
The pew end, parts of
which can be seen to the left
and to the right, consists of
three main designs. Right is a
carving of Gallaudet showing
the sign for "God." Left is the
carving of Christ curing .i
deaf man. Not pictured is the
top of the pew end, which
features the Angel Gabriel.
The bikers traveled over 40
miles on their way to Trinity,
all in the pouring rain. Upon
arriving at the Chapel, they
were greeted by members of
the Trinity staff, as well JS
students from the College\
American
Sign Language
class, and the professor of(
that class.
\

i

Clockwise from top left: Vice President for Alumni Affairs and
Communications Kathleen Boelhouwer, with the aid of an interpreter,
speaks to the riders; The riders, joined by Trinity's A.S.L. class; Carving
on the pew end showing Christ healing a deaf man; The riders examine
the carvings, as explained by Boelhouwer.
A'l pholos tripod Staff

IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top TOO law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSAT scores (median - T^S); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (13:1);
and. employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from
$3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure you review the facts.
To learn more, visit law.q-uinnipiac.edu, email ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

QUINTNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
"'
OF LAW
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President's Fellows 2007-08
Histoi
Stephen M. H. Simcha]
International Studies
Lydia D. Bartholomew
Mathematics
Leighann G. Kinter

American Studies

James D. Murphy
Anthropology
Kathryn M. B. Levett
Biology
Jillian M. Langer
Biochemistry
Laert Rusha

Modern Languages and
Literature
David C. Calder

Chemistry
Timothy M. Scarella
Classics
Joseph A. Ricci
Computer Science
Giovanni Capalbo
Lisa Ellen Garvey

Music

Gloria J. Kim
Neuroscience
Carolyn E. Edwards
PhilosophyBenjamin ffi. Schacht

Economics
Svilena B. Bozhikova

Physics

Emily C. Allen
Political Science
Aliza S. Turek-Herman
Psychology
Stephanie L. Keith
Public Policy and Law
Andrew P. Pedro
Religion
Anthony L. Riley
Sociology
Cory A. Edmonds
Theater and Dance
Tina A. Nikolova

Educational Studies

Jackie M. Kalian
Engineering
Nikolay A. Atanasov
English

Gwendolyn M. Hopkins
Environmental Science

Courtney M. Hugo
Fine Arts

Alexis F. Sherman
Art History
Jamie M. Bannon
Studio Arts

Women Gender and Sexuality

Kimberly Shannon

Committee Works to Increase
Social OptionsforTrinity Students
the community to talk about possible additions and revisions."
The revised draft would then go to the
without a "productive social option." The
committee would like to increase the num- Board of Trustees. The trustees not only control the finances of the actions taken, but
ber of social alternatives.
Some options that the committee is they can "either heed or ignore" the recomexploring include the role of the cultural mendations of the committee. According to
houses and the availability of rides to off- Paul E. Raether Distinguished Professor of
History Cheryl Greenberg,
campus
activities.
who is one of the faculty
Additionally, the options
"The report begins by
members of the Committee
include establishing a camlaying out a vision of
for Campus Climate, "The
pus pub, which, as Simchak
report begins by laying out
said, "may surprise some,
what we hope for in a
a vision of what we hope
but Trinity used to have a
college community and for in a college community
pub in the Cave and many
and why we hold those
why we hold those
school have their own bars
views.
We then articulate
(Skidmore, for example)."
views. We then articuthe
principles
or overarchA personal goal of
late the principles or
ing
goals
that
guided our
Simchak is to encourage free
thinking
(along
with
a brief
overarching
goals
that
or subsidized housing for
explanation
of
each)
and
professors on or near the
guided our thinking
follow each goal with a list
Trinity campus, such as in
and follow each goal
of specific recommendathe Crescent* Street or Allen
tions for how to achieve it."
with a list ofspeciEc
Place areas. This would
Some of the recommenenable a stronger connecrecommendations for
dations
that the committee
tion between the "intellectuhow to achieve it."
will
give
in the draft "will
al and social sides of
require
money,
and others
Trinity." Mostly aimed
reorganization or rethinktowards younger professors
-Professor Cheryl
ing what we already do, and
with large families, this
Greenberg
how we do it. But,"
would enable the professors
Greenberg said, "they are all
to "mingle with students
intended to provide a structure and set of
and act as positive role models."
Wheeler-Castillo said that while the com- opportunities for making our campus more
mittee's original goal was to create a report egalitarian and more open to diverse perspecfor the trustees by December, they have tives, and for making each of us more
recently modified their plans. The current responsible for our own contributions to
plan is to have a draft completed by .civility, openness, and creating a welcome
l
November and to "have an open forum -with place for all of us to live, i f l ^
continued from page 1

Chartwells Plans Thwarted By
Student and Faculty Activism
continued from page 1
necessarily correct" made a large impact in
his decision to become actively involved.
Pedro and other students involved in the
situation have been given information both
from the Trinity administration and from
Chartwells. When the dispute between
Chartwells management and their employees
was first introduced to the students, there was
a lot of confusion as to what exactly was happening. In part to help students understand
what was happening, and also to make sure
that the student body was included in the
process, the" administration was contacted
and the real situation was revealed to Pedro,
Due to the misinformation that was circulating, "most people thought the situation was
a lot worse than it in fact was." This prompted Pedro to send an e-mail to the student
body alerting them of all that he knew.
In terms of faculty involvement,
Economics Professor Mark Setterfield said
that certain faculty members began to take
an active role once the first Tripod article
about the situation was published, and there
was discussion of the article among faculty.
No stranger to dealings with ChartweUs,
Setterfield again set out, as he did when
Chartwells first arrived at Trinity, to make
sure that the faculty and the community was
represented and that the Chartwells' employees received the best deal possible.
Associate Professor of Psychology and
Neuroscience Sarah Raskin first became
involved after a student informed her of the
situation that was going on. After speaking
with the student, Raskin "agreed to contact
workers, as a representative of concerned faculty, to find out what was happening and
what, if anything, we could do to help." Both

professors, along with Professor of
Philosophy Maurice Wade, were very
bvolved in the process, though as Setterfield
stressed, they are not "experts" on the situation.
One primary concern among faculty is
the lack of involvement of certain groups on
campus. Setterfield wonders "what constituencies are at the table when decisions are
made on campus," a question that is not easily answered when applied to the Chartwells
situation. Though details about the negotiation process and the initial decision to cut
hours are not known, faculty and student
concern is that they, along with Chartwells
employees, were undeflrepresented or excluded altogether from the process. Projects like
the Mather renovation linked to the reduc-'
tion of Chartwells employee hours, are one
arena in which Setterfield and other faculty
think certain groups1 bterests "deserve to be
taken into account."
The agreement that has thus far been
reached is a much smaller reduction of
hours than originally indicated. In an e-mail
to faculty, Raskin wrote that "after first
threatening to cut 400 hours, then 200, the
company has now agreed to cut only 50-60
hours total." In addition to the reduction in
total number of hours cut, Chartwells still
maintains, as Pedro included in his e-mail to
students, that all Chartwells employees will
retain their full benefits. The heavy involvement of students and faculty members has
played a significant role in helping to resolve
the dispute between Chartwells and their
employees; however the degree to which
some groups on campus, such as faculty,
students, and the Chartwells employees have
representation continues to be a big question.
.
• • •,
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CD REVIEW

Barnes Dance
Co, Spotlights
Relationships
By DANAE GOLDBERG '09
TRIPOD STAFF

school teacher who played his guitar
alone in small clubs to close friends but
that has been foiled by a few years of
more commercial success.
The album hits a few high notes.
"Thick as. Thieves," the album's first single, is a catchy tune that definitely satisfies, and the song "These Bones" has a
fuller sound than most of the album and
will please those who enjoyed the album
A Mark, A Mission, A Brand, A Scar.
Unfortunately, Carrabba seems to have
the ability to start a song strong, then

This past Friday night the Austin Arts
Theater presented Suddenly Summei
Somewhere by Monica Bill Barnes &
Company. As the program so clearly and
eloquently states, "Suddenly Summei
Somewhere explores how the passage of
time affects the collective lives of two
people. The women could represent any
two people locked together by love, circumstance, blood or hatred, grappling
with the comedy and tragedy of human
interaction, both alone and in a sea of
strangers."
The performance integrated abstract
dance with the singing of classic songs,
which included "I Have Dreams," "You're
Nobody 'Til Somebody Loves You,M
"Call me Irresponsible," and "Fly Me to
the Moon." Cast and audience members
participated by singing karaoke-style to
each piece as the dancers, Monica Bill
Barnes and Anna Bass, danced. Lyrics
were projected onto the back screen.
At moments, it was difficult to focus
on the dancing because of the singing. I
am not sure if this was due to the fact
that the screen projecting the lyrics was
larger and more illuminated than the
dancers, or if the dancing simply failed to
capture and keep my attention; When I
did focus my gaze towards the dancers,
the moments seemed to encapsulate the
emotion portrayed in the song at the
time.
The show began with two women
grasping hands upon a table. They were
frozen, staring at the audience with blank
stares on their faces. As the music for the
first piece, "I Have Dreams," began to
play, couples entered the stage and
danced. These dancers were also the
singers later on in the performance.
In between songs, the women danced
in silence with uncanny unison. Each
dance was executed very well despite the
fact that some of the movements
between the dancers seemed forced and
disconnected. Although the technique,
strength, and coordination needed for
these dances were clearly evident, the
importance and meaning behind each of

see CARRABBA on page 14

see AUSTIN on page 13

mog.com
Carrabba (second from left) strikes a chord of nostalgia for "emo kids" with Dashboard Confessional's sixth full-length album, The Shade of Poison Trees.

Dashboard Returns With Shade of Poison Trees
By JULIA PITASSY'08 • CONTRIBUTING WRITER

L

et me make a confession before I begin — I am a recovering emo
kid. Back in my teen angst days, I listened to the bands I know a
lot of you now shun to remember: Taking Back Sunday, Alkaline
Trio, Brand New, Further Seems Forever, Hot Rod Circuit. I felt the
song titles that did not refer to any lyrics in the actual song and the witty
phrasing of my favorite bands' hooks were genius, and more importantly, applicable to my desperate 15-year-old existence. I specifically remembei one of my tried-and-true away messages in those days — a quote from
«»w«i8i^^
thatfeads "the truth is
you could slit my throat / and with my one last gasping breath / I'd apologize for bleeding on your shirt." Charming. As I got older, the sound
of men in their mid-to-late twenties whining about how their girlfriends
didn't love them got tiresome, and I moved on — sort of.
The band that brought me into emo in the first place and that always
had a special place in my heart was Dashboard Confessional. Lead singer
Chris Carrabba's melancholy voice and sappy lyrics became like a religion
to me, a religion I openly worshipped. I
have seen Dashboard six times in the past
five years at venues ranging from small
clubs like SOB's in Manhattan to larger
theaters like PNC Bank Arts Center. I
remember each set list, every band member
change (there have been a fair few), and
every remarkable event at a show. Once, a
girl near me threw her inhaler on stage in
the hopes that Carrabba would call her up
to meet him. Another time, my view of the
performance was blocked by a 40-year-old
man my friend and I dubbed "Big Ugly."
While other bands fell out of favor with
me, I was always, loyal to Dashboard. That

is why I was so excited for the release of
their latest album The Shade of Poison
Trees — after five years with a fuller band
sound, Carrabba is returning to his original, more acoustic sound that drew me in
years ago.
Recognize that it is very hard forme to
write this — despite the fairly positive
reviews of the album in music magazines,
I am overwhelmingly disappointed with
The Shade of Poison Trees. The music
sounds neither new nor reminiscent of
yesterday. Overall, the album sounds like
an attempt to return to when Carrabba
was starting out and was just an after-

Sneak Preview: Fall's Musical Theatre Revue Not to be Missed
By ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This year's theatrical productions are off to a great start with
the fall semester Musical Theatre
Revue. The Revue is the directing debut of NYC actor/choreographer Lisa Niedermeyer, with
musical direction by John
DeNicola, who will be directing
Trinity's spring musical.
The production features 11
Trinity students in selections
from several independent shows
written by New York-based composers: Diane Tauser's I'll Be
Seeing You, Alicia Mathewson's
Love According to Luc, and
Sweetness
and
Light,

Fuenteovejuna, and The Persians not lack any amount of excite... A Comedy About War With ment or passion. Bryce SnarskiFive Songs, all produced by Pierce '09, an engineering major
Waterwell and composed by taking part in his first musical
theatre production at Trinity,
Lauren Cregor.
I'll Be Seeing You, based on kicks off the show as the emcee,
a true story, concerns a tank a comical role the audience will
driver and an army nurse who surely enjoy. Though this might
are torn apart by World War II be Snarski-Pierce's first musical
and are trying to find each theatre experience, he certainly
other. Luc follows the story of succeeds in keeping the audiLucretia, an aspiring preacher ence unaware of that with his
who is encumbered by a church great comic timing and singing
that won't ordain gays. The abilities. When asked if it was
Persians ... is Waterwell's original intimidating to join the producretelling of the Persian war, with tion, Snarski-Pierce commented,
music by Lauren Cregor, and is "It was intimidating, especially
based on the play by Aeschylus. when you have people like Pat
While the show is short, run- Greene '07, Devin Romanul '07,
ning just under an hour, it does and Jake Robertson '10" — all of

whom starred in last spring's
Cabaret — "who are really amazing. I came here without much
singing experience so this is the
first time I can say I feel like I
have enough experience to try
something of this caliber."
Snarski-Pierce is featured as
the Commander in "World Say
Hello
to
Me"
from
Fuenteovejuna, a role he plays
hilariously,
with
lots
of
"Springtime For Hitler"-esque
dancing and some funny voices.
He also appears in The Persians
... "Welcome to the Persians,"
with Allic Kokesh '09 as the
Queen, and "Takhseer, or
Blame," 'which shows off the
vocal (and linguistic) talents of

Nina Limardo '11, who sings in
Farsi while Snarski-Pierce sings
the English translation. Limardo
worked with Associate Professor
of International Studies Janet
Bauer and said of her efforts: "I
sat down in one session to get
the pronunciation down, and
[Dr. Bauer] recorded her voice
so I could learn how to say the
words. Memorizing it takes a lot
of time, though — I'm just getting off the book this week!"
As one of three freshmen in
the Revue , Limardo said that
her castmates were encouraging.
"It was actually pretty exciting
to work with an experienced
see FALL on page 13
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•Tartford First Stop On Springsteen Tour
By PROF. LOUIS P. MASUR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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THREE DECADES OF THE BOSS

From the moment Bruce Springsteen
announced that Hartford would be the launch site
of his new tour with the E Street Band, the first
since 2004 and quite possibly the last, excitement
climbed to stratospheric heights. Governor Jodi Rell
even proclaimed October 2 "Bruce Springsteen
Day." On Trinity's campus, administrators, faculty,
coaches, staff, and students prepared to make their
way to the Civic Center. Rumor has it that one professor even rescheduled his senior seminar so that he
would be able to attend.
A Springsteen concert begins with the walk-in
music. Bruce chooses it, and it sets the mood for
what is to come. To mark the return to rock following the solo Devils and Dust tour and shows with
the Seeger Sessions Band, the walk-in music included various pop and rock hits which carry strong
melodies and to which Springsteen often pays silent
tribute in his writing. For example, I thought I
heard Tommy Tutone's "867-5309/Jenny," which
critics have pointed out bears a sonic resemblance
to "Radio Nowhere," the song with which Bruce
opened the evening.
The first three songs had everyone on their feet
as the band went from the lead song on the new
album, Magic, into "The Ties that Bind" and
"Lonesome Day." Bruce then said "And so it
begins." With those words, almost biblical in tone,
he was preparing us for a musical journey that will
take the band and the audiences in unknown directions before it reaches its end, most likely sometime
next summer. A Springsteen show is not just a random concert. It is an orchestrated, choreographed
event meant to carry the crowd on an emotional
journey. Hailed as one of the greatest live performers of his generation, Springsteen grabs hold of
heart and mind and tries not to let go. No two
shows are the sto€;!(wiucrris''why -So'many fans
return time and again.
The musical epiphany of the night came early
when, after two songs from the new album, guitarist Steve Van Zandt pounded out a classic guitar riff and Springsteen played a powerful blues
harmonica. The intro led into a rocking version of
"Reason to Believe," and then directly into
"Night" and "She's the One," both from Born to
Run, the 1975 album that catapulted Springsteen
to mega stardom.
After that threesome it would be difficult for
anyone to shift gears, and Springsteen fumbled
the attempt to offer some political comments prior

to launching into "Livin' in the Future," a song off
the new album. Bruce has grown more political since
2004 and his participation in Vote for Change and
Magic is filled with allusions to the current situation
in America; but the audience, still collecting itself, did
not seem fully engaged. Despite shifting into a perennial crowd-pleaser, "The Promised Land," the set lost
momentum when the band performed one of Patty
Scialfa's new songs, "A Town Called Heartbreak."
Bruce must have sensed the shift and he audibled
for "Darkness on the Edge of Town." Three of the
final six songs were from the new album, which was
released that day. As fans become more familiar with
the songs, the band will feed off of the crowd's recognition and this part of the show will no doubt soar.
The penultimate song was "Long Walk Home" from
Magic. It is an instant classic, a gorgeous, plaintive
ballad that ties together many of the themes from
Springsteen's work: the search for belonging, the
dream of a better future, the meaning of America.
And then the encores, five songs and another 30
minutes of music. The treat for the old-timers was
"Thundercrack," a tune Bruce wrote when he was 23
and left off his second album. It is a long, loose rocker with more hooks than a fishing boat. Those who
knew it were dancing, playing air guitar to Bruce's
long solos that serve as a reminder that he is a virtuoso, and singing with joy those early, slightly immature lines that showed the promise of what would
come: "my heart's wood, she's a carpenter / she's an
angel in the night, what she does is alright."
"Born to Run" came next All the lights came on
and, as Dean Alford wrote to me afterwards, he felt
the building levitate. Indeed, more than 30 years later
the song stands as an anthem for the dream of escape
and search for love. But Bruce didn't end there. He
closed with "American Land," a song that asks "What
is this Land America?"
With that the band took its leave, and the
audience streamed out of the Civic Center. What
you' get out of a Springsteen concert is in'part a
function of what you bring to it. Some students I
spoke to said they cried; others said they were disappointed, perhaps their expectation too amped
up. Here's what I know: if you go to a Springsteen
concert you will not be in your seat for long, and
you just might have an epiphany or two about
what it feels like to be alive. He's in Boston Nov.
18 and 19. Borrow money, get a ticket, and go.
Tell your parents it's an assignment from a professor.
Louis Masui is Director of the American
Studies Program. He first saw Springsteen in concert in 1973 and he hasn't stopped going since.

1949

1965

1972

1975

Springsteen is
born in Long
Branch, New
Jersey to a
Roman Catholic
family. At the
age of 13, he
buys his first
guitar for $13.

Bruce becomes
the lead singer/
guitarist for The
Castiles at 16.
The band records
two songs and
performs at Cafe.
Wha?in
Greenwich Village.

The Bruce
Springsteen Band
signs with Columbia
Records. It would.
later be renamed
Bruce Springsteen
and the E Street
Band.

Springsteen and
E Street Band hit.
it big, releasing
Born to Run,
The Boss
appears on the
cover of Time and
Newsweek.
Audiences can't
get enough.

1984

1989

1994-95

2000

2007

Born in the U.S.A. is
released, selling
over 15 million
copies in the U.S.
alone, Springsteen
meets and marries
model Julianne
Phillips (they would
divorce in 1989),

Springsteen and
the E Street Band
part ways after
the mediocre
album Tunnel of
Love and an
American and
European tour in
1988.

After winning the Academy Award for
"Streets of Philadelphia," from Philadelphia,
Springsteen rejoins - temporarily - the E
Street Band for his first Greatest Hits album.

Newly reunited, Springsteen
and the E Street Band set
out on a yearlong tour,
Bruce follows this with a
string of politically charged
actions, such as joining the
"Vote For Change Tour" in
2004 as well as releasing
several albums.

Springsteen's latest, ,
Magic, is released,
The latest tour with
the E Street Band
begins at Hartford ..
Civic Center.-Rumors
spread of a new E
Street Band album in
the works.
Designed by Katy Nolin
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Architecture Exhibit Marks WatMnson Renovation
By ABIGAIL ALDERMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
For many students at Trinity
College, it is impossible to
gauge the wide variety of
resources held in our very own
library. The myriad of print
resources, along with online
resources, and specialty libraries
within Raether Library offer so
many opportunities that students know little about.
Presently, there is an architectural exhibition in the
Watkinson
Library
(inside
Raether) serving to inform the
Trinity community about the
many aspects of 19th century
architectural illustration (and
also to demonstrate the range of
resources available in the
library). Curated by librarian
Sally S. Dickinson, the exhibition titled "From Aquatint to
Photogravure:
Architectural
Illustration in the 19th Century"
highlights much of the growth
and alteration of illustrated
architecture from the late 1700s
into the mid-1800s.
Erin Caner
This exhibition demonstrates The Watkinson exhibit traces different illustration techniques throughout history.
many of the transitions made in
the process of illustration century to the photographic sur- prints, aquatint and lithography,
throughout the 19th century. veys of architecture in the late are also highlighted in the exhibiThe large technological changes, 19th century. Dickinson stated tion. Both of these processes
mainly in mechanical produc- that she "wanted to provide a his- took a great deal of time and pretion, greatly influenced architec- tory of illustration, along with cision. Aquatint allowed artists to
ture and the ways in which it architectural history." The combi- achieve variations of tone
could be represented in print. nation of these two aspects por- through depth. Acid was used to
Dickinson chose many signifi- trays the great changes that were create varying levels of penetration in the picture. These crecant artists, publishers, and made during this century.
Etching is the first process of ations were then tinted by hand.
architects from this period to
.architectural illustration that is The tide of this style refers to the
would encapsulate all aspects of focused on in the exhibit. Dating watercolor wash that could be
this' art.
back as far as the 16th century, achieved.
The inclusion of many distin- this method relied on acid to eat
Lithography,
Dickinson
guished architectural books and into a metal plate, which could explained, "was a big breakwell known images provide a then receive ink for printing. through in print making." This
spectrum through which the Being the most primitive of method created a new ease in
viewer can trace the progression methods, etching was used in the printing, allowing images to be
of this art. The exhibition con- classical surveys that were imitat- directly drawn onto a stone printtains numbered stations allow- ed and used to inspire future ing surface. This lessened the
manual labor of tooling an image
ing a visitor to follow this architects.
sequence from the classical surThe two main contemporary into wood or metal. Later in the
veys of Greece during the 18th methods used to produce color century, steam-powered litho-

graphic presses allowed these
prints to be produced at a rate. |
more than one hundred times
faster than by hand.
Restorationists' and photographic surveys are also represented in the exhibit. Restoration
architects studied and replicated
architecture from France and
Venice, which proceeded to
inspire others to join their craft.
Later into the century, photographic surveys of places such as
India and Spain emerged due to
aquatint photogravure's availability to be used commercially.
The pieces from Dickinson's
exhibition represent the Cady
Collection of architectural books.
These 400 volumes are held in
the architectural library inside
Raether Library. J. Cleveland
Cady, an architect and I860 graduate of Trinity College, held a
great interest in architectural surveys and books. Cady moved to
New York after Trinity, where he
designed the Metropolitan Opera
House, along with many other
important buildings in the city.
He also designed at least 15 buildings at Yale, and multiple buildings at Williams College,
Wesleyan University, and here at
Trinity. His entire collection was
donated to Trinity after his death.
The availability of these volumes
inspired Dickinson to create this
exhibit in the Watkinson.
As a former architect,
Dickinson stated that she has
always been "very interested in
illustration and visualization,"
even before she^betzme a libr^ff1
an. She trained for 10 years in the
field of architecture, and she
embraced the opportunity to display her passion for this art
through her exhibit.
The connection of Cady s
architectural volumes to this college makes Dickinson's display
very interesting and relatable to the
Trinity community. This exhibition will be on display in the
Watkinson Library until Jan. 15.

Kost in Cabaret — "because this
one is so serious, but it was
cast, because in high school, great to show a different side
sometimes there's a lack of tal- onstage." When asked about her
influences, Claghorn responded,
ent."
The opening number, "Sweet "I admire Idina Menzel because
Swing," a selection from I'll Be of all the work she's done, and
Seeing You, features a great tap in film, I really like Laura
dancing sequence by Limardo Linney." Claghorn also appears
and DeBiase, as well as an in another number from Luc
impression of the Andrews with Lawlor, "Attitude," playing
Sisters by Lila Claghorn '08, Kat Luc to Lawlor's Jane, Luc's
Lawlor '10, and Caroline would-be lover.
While the female performNewhall '10. This really captures
the spirit of the 1940s swing ances are incredibly powerful
movement and contrasts greatly and touching, the guys in the
with the most poignant piece Revue can definitely hold their
from Love According to Luc, own. Keil Coit '11 solos in
"Deliver
Me."
Featuring "There I Was," a number from
Claghorn as a soloist, this song I'll Be Seeing You (also featuring
(and its staging) is vaguely remi- Brad DeBiase '11 and Alex
niscent of Rent, particularly the Dancho '08) which exercises a
theme "Seasons of Love," but is creative use of props that is sure
far more serious and moving. to amuse the audience. Dancho
Claghorn, a Theater and Dance is featured in another number
the
same
show,
major who plans to pursue a from
career in New York theater after "Brooklyn," a powerful, despergraduating, spoke of her per- ate cry of homesickness sung
formance: "It was a change from from a POW's perspective.
some of the roles I've played" — Dancho's vocal skills are evident
which include Audrey in Little in this song, mainly through his
Shop of Horrors and Fraiilein use of dynamics and emotion,

making this piece one of the
best in the show.
This number transitions
smoothly into the gorgeous
"Trio" from Sweetness and
Light, featuring DeBiase and
Dancho, as well as Gloria Kim
'08. From there, the show heads
into its closing number from I'll
Be Seeing You, "Strength to
Carry On," which highlights
soprano Liz Sharpe '08.
Much of the success onstage
is thanks to Katie Harte '08,
stage manager for the revue.
This is Harte's second year as
head stage manager. She also
worked as assistant stage manager
as a freshman. When asked if she
felt that stage and technical crew
were underappreciated in comparison to the actors, Harte said,
"not at all. You get the credit for
it later from your cast, so it's all
okay." There are two weeks left of
technical and dress rehearsals
until the Revue opens to the public, and this cast has already
pulled off a stellar show— and on
their, first run-through! There is
no doubt that the performances
will be spectacular. Don't miss it!

Austin Arts
Showcases
NY Dancers
continued from page 11

the dancer's movements was
unclear.
One part that was exciting
was an extended
boxing
sequence between the two
women that was intensely choreographed and executed. It symbolized the actual struggle that
women and people as a whole
endure in making relationships
or situations succeed. This part
of the performance was truly
inspiring and relatable as a
woman who has learned through
her experiences the tensions and
struggles that, exist in relationships.- •
_>*' ' * ' " "-"
The dancers wore trench
coats throughout most of the
performance, which made it difficult to precisely interpret their
movements.
However,
the
amount of patience and coordination that both dancers
expressed was phenomenal. In
the concluding portion of the
show, the dancers slowly lowered
themselves to the ground in
incremental movements • that
were both slow and deliberate,
demonstrating amazing strength
and control.
the program it also states
Musical Theatre Revue that,In "the
setting evokes a wonderfully strange world which
highlights a shared lifetime,
Directors)
spiked with moments of abrupt
Lisa Niedermeyer
aging [.-.,] the result is dense,
John DeNicoIa
dark and; messy [...] heartbreak
with a glimmer of hope." This I
Cast
found to.be overwhelmingly true
Bryce Snarski-Pierce '09
and valid.:
•",
Allie Kokesh '09
The emotion that was porNina Limardo c ll
'.
trayed within the movements
Brad DeBiase '11
was evident from both dancers;
Lila Claghorn c08
yet, I felt the deeper meariihg
Kat Lawlor '10
behind the piece was lost on me.
Caroline Newhall 10
c
It
seemed to have been a porKeil Coit ll
trayal
of the struggles that
Alex Dancho '08
women experience throughout
Gloria Kim '08
their lives. The songs that were
Liz Sharpe '08
chosen had love — and the path
it takes in its development — in
Stage Manager
mind.
Katie Harte '08
Nevertheless, the exact journey that was performed was not
Times
clearly expressed, and it was difOctober 25: 8 p.m.
ficult
to interpret, enjoy, and
October 26: 4:30 p.m. and
apply
the
dance to my personal
9 p.m.
life
and
experiences.
Overall, I
October 27: 3 p.m. and
found
the
performance
to have
•8
p.m.
more of an abstract impact upon
me as an individual rather than
as a dancer.

Fall Revue Filled With Plenty ofTalent and Promise
continued from page 11

monicabillbarnes.com
Barnes is a NYC-based choreographer.
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Tucker Explores Human
Psyche Through Music
By ALESSANDRA SIRACO '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While the lyrics of some songs
are soothing or peaceful, some get
tossed around and around in your
mind until even the words themselves
don't
make
sense.
Everybody gets songs stuck in
their heads, usually just annoyances of repeating phrases or
melodies, just enough to drive us
crazy but not enough to actually
matter. But what if the songs we
get stuck in our heads actually
mean something?
In The Song Reader by Lisa
Tucker, protagonist Mary Beth
tries to attach meanings to the
songs people can't get out of their
heads. Offering everything from
love to business advice, Mary Beth
systematically and carefully ana-

Tlie Song Reader
By Lisa Tucker
Simon & Schuster

Yyzes peoples' storks and makes
sense of the -words and notes that
Boat around in their heads long
after the radio is turned off.
Set in a small town in the
Midwest, this story is told through
the eyes of Mary Beth's younger
sister, Leeann. The two sisters
(whose mother passed away shortly before the story takes place) live
in a small apartment along with
Mary Beth's son Tommy. The
novel follows Leeann's chronicle of
their lives as Mary Beth's song
reading business flourishes.
At the start of the novel, everyone loves Mary Beth and has faith
in her pursuits. People come to
her for advice, for guidance, and
sometimes even just for her friendship. Mary Beth takes the songs
they come to her with and charts
them out. She listens to the people
and makes her life revolve around
their music and helps them make
meaning of what constantly runs
through their minds.
Leeann watches from the sidelines as her sister helps countless
people. She also watches Mary
Beth's own relationships develop,
and watches Tommy grow.
This gentle lifestyle is interrupted when one of Mary Beth's song
reading clients falls iE and people
start blaming Mary Beth. Leeann
watches Mary Beth's life slowly
deteriorate and she must cope with
not only her own relationship
issues but also learn how to hold
together what is left of her family.
An easy read and beautifully
written, The Song Reader explores
ideas that are unique and innovative. Through the melodic lens of
a teenager trying to figure out her
life, the story is one of loss, hope,
and finding meaning in things that
sometimes seem like they're noth-

ing but songs pieced together in
one's mind.
Some may call this a comingof-age story, a tale of Leeann's
harsh jolt from a carefree adolescence as a girl who is thrilled at
receiving her first kiss to a jaded
teenager who has to care for her
sister and her nephew. The novel
follows Leeann as she tries to deal
with all the complexities life
throws her way, as well as the normal plights of being a teenager.
However, this isn't a one-track
story. The love story between
Leeann and Mike is painfully real
and raw, as they are an unlikely
pair. Tucker does a wonderful job
of creating two characters that are
multifaceted and have issues that
might seem intense — Mike's
mother is the patient Mary Beth is
accused of corrupting. Their stories collide, and
Tucker
shows
them at their
most vulnerable,
thus making their
relationship
as
authentic
and
realistic as any in
the novel.
Another element of the
story is that of
family — who is
important
and
(how long is it before it becomes
too late to reconstruct a broken
one (Xeeann and Mary Beth's
father left them when Leeann
was little)? Throughout the
novel, Leeann is on a quest to
find him in hopes that he will
help her put their family back
together. Her longing for a stable home creates complexities of
characters that are amazing finds
in novels and it makes webs of
characters and memories mesh
together to form a realistic and
relatable story.
~
In that sense, The Song
Reader is a story of moving forward. It faces the past and gives
glimpses into Leeann's childhood, but it also faces the
future. Each page is a new struggle to move on, to get ahead, to
take the next step.
It is a story of love. Not
only is Leeann and Mike's relationship strained through the
drama of song reading, but
Mary Beth and her boyfriend
face issues as well. The novel
comes back to these central
characters, challenges them,
makes us wonder how much it
takes to destroy a relationship,
and how much it takes to fix
one.
It is also a story of the dream
world; the psyche that some of us
didn't know we had. Through
Mary Beth's song reading, we are
introduced to a whole new dimension of lyrics, of melodies, of
meanings. Tucker's melodic prose
reads like the lyrics of a song, taking us through the chaotic lives of
these characters while keeping the
beat steady, the tune calm, and
always drawing us back to the
songs we ourselves listen to when
the rest of the world is silent.

TV Shows to Watch For
By PRIYANKAJOTWANI '10
TRIPOD STAFF
"Grey's Anatomy" had fake emotions while "Ugly Betty" had fake injuries, and "Heroes" was just
a whole mess of people being fake with one another. As the season finally gets into full swing, the
core drama of your favorite shows is returning. This is only the beginning of what is going to be a
great season of TV. So let's take a look at what we learned last week and what to look forward to in
the week ahead.
Grey's Anatomy: From really old guy waking up to George telling Callie the truth, and Alex telling
the truth about George to the other interns, the drama was on in Seattle Grace last week. As per
every "Grey's" episode there was a recurring theme, and for this episode, the theme was the truth
and how it affects everyone. What made the episode amazing for me was the sudden awakening of
really old guy — sorry, he has a name: Charlie! The dynamic between him and Izzie was just perfect and kept me laughing. Another highlight was Cristina faking sadness to get back at Meredith
for hiding her relationship with Derek. Speaking of Mer-Der, things are rumored to get a bit complicated this week when Derek shows some interest in Lexie. As far as the next episode goes, here's
what I know so far: Izzie will reveal her true feelings for George to another doctor and is shocked
by the reaction she gets. Norman proves to be quite the problem when he misdiagnoses one of
Meredith's patients. Adele will return to the hospital with her niece, and yes, this is the same niece
who spawned the infamous prom at Seattle Grace two seasons ago. SPOILER ALERT: Dr. Hahn will
be returning on the Oct. 25 episode of "Grey's" and apparently will make a controversial decision
that causes a rift between Izzie and Cristina. Also, Cristina and Callie will be brought together in
an unexpected way due to the fallout of the George-Izzie-Callie love triangle. Now for the major
news of the week: Thatcher Grey will be returning in November for what is sure to be a tension
filled reunion with Meredith.

Smallville: While I know it can't last, I am briefly going to celebrate the union of Clark and Lana.
Finally what so many have waited for to happen since season three of the show has happened. Lana
is with Clark and she knows his secret, so at least temporarily there will be no relationship drama
over what Clark is hiding. Other than the Clana reunion, there was something about last week's
episode that felt very reminiscent to the early seasons of "Smallville." It was nice to see Clark trying to adjust Kara to life on earth, and speaking of Kara, I must say I highly underestimated the
potential for this character and am looking forward to what the season has in store for her. Great
scene between Lex and Kara in the final minutes of the episode, I was on edge about whether the
newest Kent would be foolish enough to trust Lex. As far as this week's episode goes: another
Superman portrayer, Dean Cain, will be guest starring as a mad scientist and it looks like Chloe is
going to be stuck in quite the problematic situation when she goes to him to get "cured." SPOILER ALERT: Apparently Chloe will be breaking some major scoop at the Daily Planet that will finally shut up her new editor (played by Michael Cassidy from "The O.C."). What is said scoop you
ask? Why the suspicious return of a certain Mrs. Lana Luthor, of course.
Ugly Betty: So I'm sensing a little love triangle action for Betty in the next few episodes. Who's it
going to be, Gio or Henry? While Betty and Gio may have clashed in the beginning, I think his
"gift" to her in the end was a turning point. Plus the Betty-Gio "quack" and "woof war successfully lightened up the mood of the episode and showed some definite chemistry between the two.
Two characters that also bonded in last week's episode were Daniel and Justin. Looks like Justin is
missing his dad more than he thought he would, and found what he needed in Daniel. Speaking
of Daniel, he had a lot of explaining to do when Betty found out he could walk again. However, it
was quite funny watching him struggle in the I-bot wheelchair. Another hilarious moment arrived
when Alexis skimmed through the great times her and her BFF Wilhelmina have shared, or rather
those that Marc made up for them. The new Alexis seems to be so easily tricked that it's nearly
impossible to remember how scheming she used to be. In next week's episode she is going to have
a tough time when she finally returns to work. Also special guest star James Van Der Beek will prove
to be quite the challenging advertiser, and Amanda resumes searching for her father.
Honorable Mentions: "Gossip Girl" has been picked up for a full season of 22 episodes. "The
Office" producers have leaked that now that everything is great between Jim and Pam, viewers
should know what to expect. Karen (Rashida Jones) will be popping back into the show shortly to
stir up some drama. "Heroes" will be adding two new characters that will be joining Micah in his
new hometown of New Orleans. As for "Brothers and Sisters," a potential new love interest for
Sarah will be entering the show, and he has a secret of his own that will not make Sarah happy.

Carrabba Continues, Fans Move On
continued from page 11
change it entirely close to the end
and leave you with a sour taste on
your tongue. Such is the case with
songs like "Little Bombs," where
Carrabba starts screaming "you
oughta know better than to bait
your jailer / you oughta better
than to test your luck" in a key
and style completely different than
the rest of the song. He also leans
heavy on his falsetto voice (which
I don't particularly enjoy) in the
song "Fever Dreams," the only
song my roommates thought was
somewhat tolerable.
I think my disappointment
with the album is not solely based
on the music itself. Carrabba has
definitely produced a polished
album that aims to appeal to a

mass audience, and the songs are shows occasionally, but I am no
clean and clever. It has been six longer in the same place I was
years since Screaming Infidelities when I became so attached to their
first appeared on MTV, and both music. I would recommend The
Carrabba and I have aged and Shade of Poison Trees to those
matured. While I think I will have other closeted former emo kids for
a soft spot for the
a quick trip
early music of
Carrabba has deEnitely down memory
Dashboard
lane, but if you
produced a polished
Confessional
for
want
to wallow
album that aims to
many years to
in your own sorcome, the feeling I
appeal to a mass audirow like you did
got from hearing
ence, and the songs are in high school it
that music at that
is better for you
clean and clever.
point in my life canto pick up your
not be replicated by
old standards.
anything else. Those albums You'll find the stuff you loved
played a huge part in my high back then will hit the spot better
school life, no matter how lame it than anything new. And rememis to say that. I will still buy every ber — "it's cool to fake romances
album released by Dashboard and grow up fast" - that is,
Confessional and will attend their according to Chris Carrabba.

.V
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Carrell Stars As Dan inNew Comedy
By SAN-EOU LAN '09

this feeling seems to resonate
throughout the film, as circumstances beyond Dan's control
This past week I had the begin to influence him. Despite
pleasure of attending a screening the amount of advice Dan gives
of Steve Carrell's upcoming film, to everyone else, his three daughDan in Real Life, which is set to ters still despise him. Jane, the
be released Oct. 26. Even though oldest, despises Dan because she
I had only seen the trailers pre- isn't allowed to drive, even
ceding an episode of ANTM, I though she already has a license;
had
an odd
Cara, the middle
inkling that his
one,
isn't
Even though you may
newest
film
allowed to date a
not see the antics you
wouldn't
have
boy she claims
the hilarity of
would expect from
to have fallen in
either the 40 Year
love with in the
Steve Carrell, it is still
Old Virgin or
span of a few
a. noteworthy movie.
Evan Almighty.
weeks (she looks
For all intents
It's one of those 61ms
like she's 12, so I
and purposes, a
agree with Dan
you can watch with
chick-flick, I felt
on this one);
your significant other
that it was still a
Lilly,
the
film I would recor a group of girlyoungest,
still
ommend to othhas
faith
in
Dan,
Mends.
ers. Maybe not
but
she is
people looking
crushed when he
for a comedy, but I could still fails her at her most important
see Carrell's comedy shine hour.
through.
During a family reunion, Dan
It's hard to write a film meets a beautiful stranger while
review without mentioning any- picking up a newspaper, but
thing about the film you're when things seem to be looking
reviewing, so consider this the good for him, the beautiful
spoiler warning. If you don't stranger is introduced as Dan's
want to know how good or bad brother Mitch's girlfriend, Marie.
this movie is, please stop reading Even though Dan and Marie
share feelings of mutual attracnow.
tion,
they attempt to hide it as
Carrell plays Dan Burns, a
popular family advice columnist the weekend passes, resulting in
and widowed father to three several awkward moments. I
won't say what these awkward
TRIPOD STAFF
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entail Dan, Marie, the daughter
Jane, and a hot bathtub. As the
movie progresses, the two
exchange flirtatious actions and
remarks, to the point when his
daughter notices what he's doing.
I won't spoil the ending, but
as with any good chick-flick, we
can pretty much guess what happens at the end. What's most
interesting about the film
though, is the struggle that Dan
has between familial loyalty and
feelings of love, and the fact that
he can't follow his own advice.
When he realizes that he has
completely disregarded the moral
standards he upholds in his
advice column, he reconnects
with his semi-estranged daughters.
Carrell plays the role perfectly, and even though he is not the
same funny man from his previous films, I find this change in
roles very suitable. Dan Burns is
a man who seems to be spited by
the Gods themselves, so Carrell's
portrayal of a defeated and slightly bitter man seemed to be perfect. I feel that the movie moved
at a slow pace towards the beginning, but it started to gain more
momentum as more and more
obstacles were thrown into Dan's
path.
The other characters, even
Marie, seem to fade into the
background, but then again, the
film isn't called Dan's Family in
Real Life. My only complaint
Brittany
1 will say they though is with

www.worstpreviews.com
Steve Carrell plays columnist Dan Burns in a new comedy with a romantic twist.

Robertson's character, Cara.
Even though I'm sure she's a preteen, the girl looks like she's 12.
If I were Dan, I wouldn't just forbid her dating. I would castrate
the guy who was trying to go
after her, because she looks like
jailbait.
My favorite moment in the
movie is when Dan breaks out in
a guitar solo during a family talent show. The passion with
which he plays and sings brought
a drip of sweat to my eye. I'm a
guy, so I don't cry; I just sweat
from my eyeballs. The culmination of their withheld emotions
take them to a local bowling
alley, a classy date for two middle
aged people. Not surprisingly,
the moment is ruined when the

just-dumped boyfriend shows up,
spoiling the moment. Even
though I knew they were destined to be together, the stray
thought didn't cross my mind.
But when that final moment
came, my heart melted.
Even though you may not
see the antics you would expect
from Carrell, it is still a noteworthy movie. It's one of those
films you can watch with your
significant other or a group of
girlfriends. So if you're looking
for a feel good movie for a lowkey Friday night, this movie is a
winner. If you were expecting
something on the same level as
Steve Carrell's previous movies
though, I would look somewhere else.
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Tuesday,
October

17

H £"
i O

6:30 p.m.
Nutrition Club Italian
and Greek Dinner
Doonesbury Kitchen

12:15 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel
6:30 p.m.
Roman Catholic Rosary
and Bible Study
Vergers Room, Chapel

9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

Calendar of Events
20
18
19
•

11 a.m.
Farmers' Market at Billings
Forge
559 Broad Street
6:30 p.m.
Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

21
5:15 p.m.
Vespers Service
Chapel
6 p.m.
Episcopal Communion
Service
Chapel
Q
J

nm

23
12 p.m.
Workshop for "Women
Who Go Back To School
Later In Life, Or Want To"
WGRAC Lounge

9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

/ p.m.
Green Campus Meeting
Community Service Office

L#*l 1 la

Roman Catholic Mass
Friendship Chapel

12:40 p.m.
Muslim Prayers
South Summit, Room 100

8 a.m.
Zen One Day Retreat
New Haven Zen Center

4 p.m.
"Why Does the Urban
Thrive with the Global?"
Lecture
Washington Room,
Mather Hall

10 p.m.
Flag Party - CSA's First
Bash of the Year
Gallows Hill

Langiiage Lunch Tables
All language lunch tables meet in Mather Dining Hall.
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:

French
Russian
Arabic
Chinese
German
Japanese
Hebrew
Italian
Spanish

12 p.m.-1 p.m.
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
1 p.m. -2 p.m.
12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
12 p.m. -1:15 p.m.
12:40 D.m. -1:30 D.m.
12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
12 p.m. -1 p.m.

For more calendar information, see: http://internet2.trincoll.edu/TCcal/webcal.aspx.

•

Green Tip of the Week

Community Service Spotlight
By Anne Bonfiglio

Don't Sitter!
If you litter on the ground, you are actually harming the
ocean! Trash on the ground easily gets to the Ocean
through storm drains. Rivers and streams can also carry
litter to the oceans. So, don't litter! Better yet, if you see
trash on the ground, pick it up and dispose of it
properly!

This week's Community Service Spotlight shines
on Kappa Kappa Gamma for their week of community
service, with girls participating in both The Community
Spelling Bee on Friday the 12th and the Breast Cancer
Awareness Walk on Sunday the 14th.
The Community Spelling Bee is a non-competitive event held at the Learning Corridor to raise money
for the Hartford Education Foundation. Registration cost
is $500 per team, and Kappa sent multiple teams to participate in the bee. Anyone can participate in this allages fundraiser; volunteers are given the words they will
have to spell ahead of time so they have a chance to
study them before the bee. Teams have the chance to
win prizes for their spelling as well as costumes and
team spirit.
The Breast Cancer Walk is a Hartford event held
at Bushnell Park to raise money for breast cancer
research and programs. There are also stalls set up at
the walk with information for people to look through in
order to raise awareness. Kappa sent about 60 girls to
walk as a team. Money was raised through a website
where family members and friends could donate money
to the cause both before and after the event.

Facts and figures
" rv*'
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According to abc13.com, careless activities on land and water lead to about 6.4
million.tons of debris going into the oceans every year. That's as heavy as 17 Empire
State Buildings!
Cigarette litter represents more than 20 percent of the litter collected in many
community clean-up initiatives, according to Keep America Beautiful (kab.org).
In Connecticut, littering is an infraction punishable by a fine, usually set by a
Superior Court judge', of between $35 and $90, plus an additional fee based On the
amount of the fine and a $20 surcharge.

Photo courtesy of Mary Rickel Pelletier
Kudos also go out to the members of Green Campus for
their work at the Connecticut River Watershed Council's
11th Annual Source-to-Sea Clean-Up. Students helped
remove trash from the South Branch of the Park River.
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Trinity Alumnus Raises Environmental Awareness OffCampus
Students
Adopt Dogs
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ '10
TRIPOD STAFF

country journey through corporate sponsors and donations. "I
got most of my stuff for free," he
said, "but I do have some family
debt and some credit card debt."
Environmentalists at Trinity
definitely applaud all of Davis'
efforts. "What Colin has done
by biking cross-country is exemplary, even more so because of
the personal commitment, dedication, self-discipline and sacrifice it requires than because of
what it represents in the environmentalist movement," Elisabeth
Cianciola '10, co-chair of Green
Campus, said.
Cianciola's fellow Green
Campus co-chair Anne Bonfiglio
'10 agreed. "It's great to see
someone not only doing something that is attention-grabbing
for the cause of climate change,
but also to use this to educate
people on how they can change
their lives in order to better the
environment and help slow the
climate change that is occurring," she said.
In his presentation, Davis
clearly emphasized that the key
was to address the issue in a positive manner. "You get nowhere
by just butting heads with people," he said.
Davis also shared several
humorous anecdotes from his
travels. "Truckers are the most

insane people," he said. "I got spectrum of people than just
nicked by a trucker and he basi- environmentalists. "This isn't
cally ran me off the road."
just an issue for leftists, hippies,
While most seniors that gradWhen asked how he plans his tree huggers or whatever else you
uated last May are probably now
route, Davis said, "I wake up want to call them," Lindsey
in graduate school or working a
every morning, go to the nearest Cline, ConnPIRG's campus
full-time job, Colin Davis '07
gas station and buy a local state organizer, said. "We are all part
decided to do something a little
By REBECCA BROWN 1 1
map. I've also eaten about half of the problem, and therefore we
different. On July 7, 2007 Davis
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
of my meals out of gas stations." can all be part of the solution. I
began a three-month, 4,000 mile
Davis went on to elaborate hope all Trinity students come
bicycle ride from San Francisco
Due to the recent housing
that he had planned an itinerary together and realize how importo Boston in order to "raise
for passing through 16 major tant it is to protect our natural crises, a number of sophomores,
awareness that green house gas
uniors, and seniors have moved
cities on certain dates, but that world."
emissions and their link to clithe actual route was undeterCianciola
felt
similarly. off-campus. Despite their dismate change are a serious threat,
mined. "It's more fun to be"Colin had a vision, found the placement, many have made the
and to highlight what innovative
lemonade
when
spontaneous," he said.
funding to make it possible, and proverbial
individuals and businesses can
When a member of the audi- will now share what he has Trinity College handed them
do to curb them while investing
ence inquired about whether or learned about sustainability from lemons by adopting pets.
in a cleaner future economy,"
Students and their dogs can
not Davis would have changed the perspective of an everyday
according to his Web site. Davis
anything about his itinerary, he American citizen with the rest of be seen walking down Vernon
stopped by his alma mater,
said, "Definitely. I rode through us through his video documen- Street, lounging on the Quad,
Trinity College, last Wednesday,
Nevada in July. That was not tary," she said. "He has demon- and attending football games.
Oct. 10, to give a presentation
pleasant, to say the least."
strated all that wig could wish to They've become popular memon his journey so far as well as to
Theresa Meehan '11, a mem- see in a Trinity graduate in this bers of the Trinity community.
educate the audience a bit more
ber of ConnPIRG's Campus project: critically ' questioning When asked about the trend, Kai
about global warming in general.
Climate Challenge, attended the messages he is receivingfromthe Paine '11 said, "They're cute.
Along his trip, which Davis
presentation and was very media, setting a personal goal in They add a homey ambience to
has called Ride to Sustain, he has
impressed. "I thought the pres- order to find out more, and then the campus."
been shooting a documentary.
Their owners also like the
entation was interesting and reflecting on what he has found
"I've been carrying a 60-80
informative and it succeeded in and how it relates to 'the bigger company and companionship
pound bag of film gear with me
teaching me things I didn't know picture' encompassing global their dogs provide for them
the whole way," he said. "It's
throughout the school year.
about global warming. I really society."
pretty intense."
Ultimately, Davis simply Thomas Brown '09, proud owner
hope that Colin is able to show
While Davis still has to raise
his documentary at Cinestudio wishes that his project is success- of a black labrador named
about $300,000 of post-producbecause people here would enjoy ful in making a difference. "I'm Bacchus, moved off-campus last
tion funds before the release of
dedicating two years of my life to year when he heard rising juniors
it," she said.
his documentary, he has been
Some felt that Davis' Ride to this," he said. "Of course I hope might not be offered housing for
able to fund the actual crossthe coming school year. He's
Sustain is directed to a broader it helps."
found that having a dog hasn't
unduly increased his worldoad.
Brown stated that, so far, "It's
just a little extra time here and
there to feed him and take him
out. Roommates can be helpful
sometimes."
By CARVER DISERENS '09
sound like a waffle, but I don't
ByWEIWEIXEE'll
Mather Hall was almost empty,
In general, Trinity's dog ownTRIPOD STAFF
think I can say which one I like
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
there were at least people talking. ers didn't complain of a burden.
better. I like the fact that as a
But in the dorm, it was something Between friends helping out, and
Carver interviews Associate teacher I'm older, more experiFor those of you who were that could be described as "dead- the added fun of having a pet to
Professor of Psychology and enced and more settled in my life lucky enough to not be stranded ly" silence. Two of my friends play with when returning home
Director of the Counseling but certainly my student days on campus for Trinity Days and ended up the only one oh their from class, pets seem only to
Center Dr. Randolph "Randy" were very fulfilling.
are now wondering how it felt to entire floors. And one of them enhance the college experience.
Carver. What sort of things be one of 200 rather than one of lives in North! When I walked
Lee.
These adorable companions
did you get involved in while at the normally jostling 2,300, your down the hallway that night, the have even sparked sentiments of
Carver Diserens: Which is bet- Trinity?
curiosity will be satisfied with the only sound I could hear was the envy from other members of the
Randy. I worked for the following article.
ter, being a Trinity professor and,
echo of my stepping on. the floor Trinity community. Julia Mclnnis
counselor or a Trinity student? Radio station, I played a lot of
Scene One: Mather Dining and nothing else. It was ... really c ll said, "I wasn't thinking about
(Class of'66)
Hall. The absence of people was creepy. Still, it was a wonderful living off-campus as an uppersee LEE on page 19
Randy Lee-. I don't want to
the second weirdest thing I've ever opportunity to catch up with classmen, but now that I know I
seen. The dining hall, an all time some sleep (if not study).
can adopt a puppy, I'm definitely
favorite destination on campus,,
Scene Three: The library: We considering it." Andy Weisenfeld
was a barren wasteland. Even dur- didn't come for the sauna! To '11 concurs: "Because I plan to
ing the rush, where there's usually those who stayed yet failed to get own a dog when I graduate, it
a line everywhere,, you couldn't much work done, it was hard to makes sense to own one in colfind more than 30 people total concentrate on your work while all lege."
(including staff). Fortunately, the the other kids were having fun at
When deciding from where to
food quality didn't decrease with home and it was even harder when adopt pets, the owners divide.
the number of diners. One great
' " \ A A '-*;, '-"1 thing about the empty dining hall the library had been turned into a Some adopt from local shelters
huge sauna, thanks to, locked win- while others contact breeders all
is that instead of spending half an dows and central heating. After over the country. Brown, for one,
hour trying to find your friends spending the first 10 minutes in adopted Bacchus from the North
you could easily spot where every- the library doing nothing but Shore Animal League. Elijah
' 1'
one was. And if, as was often the sweating, I quit.
Heckstall c08, owner of a dog
case, your friends were enjoying
Scene 4: The Trinity campus is named Kenan, used a breeder in
big dinner at home, you could forlorn. A discouragingly brief edi- Texas. Tripod Features Editors
: • ; / - , .
actually find newfriends.The
tion of The' Trinity Exchange Lizzie Brown '09 and Aileen
same unfortunate situation of would convince you that after, all, McBride '09 purchased their
being stranded on campus for there wasn't a lot going on when dogs
(named,
respectively,
••%
Trinity Days somehow formed a the majority of kids deserted the Wembley and Beau) from breedsubtle yet special bond among campus. You could hardly find ers, advertising on www.nextthose of us who stayed, and some anyone around in the daytime and daypets.com.
kids were lucky enough to reward at night, there was literally no one
For those thinking about
new friendship at Mather.
outside.
adopting pets this or next year,
Scene Two: The dorms. Hello,
it's worth looking at local shelters
: Scene Five: Tuesday evening.
"l «
anybody there? Trust me, this is
Lee is involved both in the Psychology Department and at the Counseling Center.
the weirdest thing I've ever seen. If
see DESERTED on page 18
see PUPPIES on page 18

Lee Freshman Recalls Trinity

Enters 38th Year at Trin Days Spent On-Campus
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By LAUREN TURLK
TRIPOD STAFF

Not Gain the Freshman 15 Puppies Provide Positive
Addition to Campus Life

So I'm no expert on dieting,
health, biology, nutrition, etc.
But what I do know is how I
kept off the freshman 15.

dessert I masterfully created
using ingredients found in
Mather. Chop one apple into
bite-size pieces. Sprinkle with
cinnamon and drizzle with
honey. Microwave on high until
tender. Serve with vanilla fro-yo
(if they ever serve it again) or
crumble a sugar cookie on top.
Enjoy!

1. Walk: Stop relying on
Campus Safety to drive you
from your cozy Jorcs double to
Late Night on Vomn-i 1hLower Long Walk i^ actujllv
«-'*";.,
1
quite scenic (andi double-.
"*-- ..•TiSf;•'
double-. _~~*
^-<'?.,M
&' •
as an incline on half ^*('i*l*\'*
of your trip). Bui
always walk with .:
group, or else you
might end up spriming with a sketch;,
stranger
close
behind. If you're not ,
one to party on tht
north side, find zn
inspiring significant
other that lives in u
completely
differ-, nt
area. The walk tiom
Boardwalk to Jackson i« 11
minutes at a leisure lv pact,
but you tend to walk quiLkjr
knowing that there
waiting for you.

3. Sober up: I can2. Skip the Mather dessert: not endorse drinking for a few
Sure those super chocolately different reasons. A. I'm an RA
brownies might be too tempting B. It's illegal for the majority of
to resist, but just go ahead and people on campus and C. My
try one. Not gooey, not warm, mom is probably reading this
not worth it. And even worse, it article right now. But, regardless,
can add an extra few hundred those alcoholic drinks you chug
unsatisfying calories to your on Saturday nights are either
daily diet. Instead, try a little loaded with sugar or packed with

carbs. Don't even bother chasing
your shot with a diet juice or
soda - the sugar is still there. If
you are going to drink, try to
follow the other steps in this
"How To," or else you will gain
the freshman 15 before the
semester is over.

4. No late-night pizza: Yes,
Ccmpus Pi77.a is open until
Lhr WLf-hours of the morn.
a greasy sausage
ounds like the
idea at 2 a.m.
please, think of
waistline. And
heart for that
The salty
cheese and peppery
meat will be sitting
<ir the bottom of
jour stomach all
long seeping
mio your thighs
w'ule you sleep.
Bui if you just can't
icist, at least order
.i »rnall veggie pie.
5. Dance: I prefer ballet, but I'm uue many of you
would lather boogie all night
long to the latest techno track.
Well, go for it! Break a sweat (a
light sweat, one that leaves you
looking dewy, not slimy). Wail
those arms and shake those hips,
you're getting a great workout
and burning some of the calories
from that drink that made you
think dancing was a good idea in
the first place.

continued from page 17

in Connecticut. Most shelters are
"no-kill" shelters in which all of
the animals receive veterinary
attention and the appropriate
care. Here in Hartford, there are
more dogs than families willing
to adopt, leading the City of
Hartford Animal Shelter to write
on the opening page of their
Web site "All dogs are urgent dogs only get 10 days to be
adopted before being euthanized."
The cost of adoption from this
shelter is just $50.00,' which
includes the State Overpopulation
Control voucher, covering the cost
of spaying and neutering the dogs

as well as two vaccines. Adopting a
pet from a local animal shelter is a
great way to help out the community, as well as save the life of a
dog. Mclnnis is enthusiastic about
the process, "When I look into
adopting, I'm definitely going to
start with a nearby shelter."
There are other ways to help
out. All of the nearby shelters are
eager, not only for people willing
to adopt, but also for donations,
volunteers, and some even offer
internships. Said Paine, "I think
it's great that students are looking into local animal shelters for
their pets. It's another great way
for Trinity College to give back
to its community, and it's fun for
us as well."

Deserted Campus Proves
Unnerving to Students
continued horn page 17
Oh, right! You guys were all there!
Everything seemed to have
returned to normal all of a sudden
on Tuesday evening. Mather Hall
was crowded with people starving
for food. Silence in the dorm,
again, became an unattainable
dream. The library cooled down
and the rest of the campus was
once again vibrant with a whole
bunch of people. Thus was the end

of Trinity Days.
For those of you who are now
murmuring "Thank God I didn't
stay here!" well, you guys are super
lucky. For those of you who are
regretting about not being able to
get your work done, don't worry,
you are not alone. And for those
of you who got the work done and
had enjoyed the silence for a
change and had woken up on
Wednesday totally refreshed, honestly, I am jealous.

-Top 10
ill

Reasons We're Secretly Psyched
It's Not The 80's
10. No more slap bracelets ... Ow!

(NYRC) Info Session

9. Statistically speaking, the new millennium boasts fewer seizures thanks to the
death of the Strobe. Oh wait, never
mind, AD-goers.

This event is your opportunity to get
basic information about the New York
Recruiting Consortium and ask any
questions you may have. Find out what
employers will be attending this event
and how you can sign up for interviews!

8. The money you might have invested
in hair products (Aqua Net Extra Super
Hold Hairspray, anyone?) can now be
used to purchase Spice Girls tickets!

Wednesday, October 17 at 7pm
Friday, October 26 at noon
*The New York Recruiting Consortium is an offcampus program that provides interviews for fulltime employment in Consuiting, Finance, Health Services, Legal Services, Medical Research, Publishing
and more. This year, Random House, Keefe Bruyette
& Woods, Memorial Sloan Kettering~ along with
many other employers - are looking to hire soon-to-be
graduates.*

Career Services

7. Two magical words: Harry Potter.
6. The Red Sox didn't win the World
Series in the '80s ...
5. Spandex-induced camel-toe.
4. You know you'd take Global Warming
over the Cold War any day.
3. Instead of euphemized lyrics ("I just
died in your arms tonight" or "Relax,
don't do it, when you want to come"),
current artists shoot it straight, if you
will.
2. Damn Rubric's Cube!
1. Video Killed the Radio Star. Amen.
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Lee Contributes Acts as Professor and Counselor to Community
continued from page 17

Randy. Well, sometimes, but you have
to realize that I'm not here to give answers.
intramural sports. I was also a member of Like I've said, counseling is a collaborative
Phi Kappa Psi, their house is now Hillel's process and so, while neither of us may
front lawn.
know where some problem is coming
Carver At the radio station did you from, my job is to help you talk through
have your own show?
it so you can understand for yourself why
Bandy. Friday nights between 11 and 1 things are happening.
I played what might now be called elevator
Carver. In addition to your work at
music, sort of slow rock 'n roll, some mel- Trinity you are also an adjunct professor at
low stuff for people to listen to at night.
University of Hartford, a clinical associate
Carver Did you have a name for your at UConn Graduate School, the chair for
the Connecticut Psychological Association
show?
Ethics Committee, and you have your own
Randy. Stardust and Things.
Carver. Do you have an entertaining private practice ... So let me ask you this,
and hopefully embarrassing story that you when do you sleep?
would care to share from your time at
Randy. Well, I have those other teachTrinity?
ing titles because of Trinity Graduate stuRandy. In my sophomore year, then dents who are doing work there and then
President Albert Jacobs announced that working with me, so those aren't huge time
the campus was going to be dry. Needless commitments. I also do very little private
to say, the students were not very happy practice anymore. We require all of our
about it. So, we all decided to march on staff [at the counseling center] to do some
the capital at 10 o'clock at night. The private practice just so they can stay fresh
school was about 1,200 men at that point, and get some work that is outside of the
and I want to say that more than half of us 18-22 demographic. But I sleep well, I usuwalked down to the capital, walking over ally go to sleep after the 10 o'clock news
police cars along the way, to say "you can't and wake up at five.
do this." It was interesting, strange, classiCarver. People tend to be wary of
cally college, and memorable.
psych majors and psychologists because
Carver Which part of your profession they feel like they're always being psychoanalyzed. Do you really
is more difficult, the
try to get inside everycounseling or the teach"I am not always trying to
one's head?
ing?
get
inside people's heads, I'm
Randy. I am not
Randy. They are
always trying to get
both difficult in differable to have a simple surface
inside people's heads,
ent ways. My style is
conversation.
I'm able to have a simsuch that I don't think
ple surface conversaI could do only private
tion. Sometimes I will
practice everyday and
- Professor of Psychology
deduce meaning from
pri the other hand, I
and Director of the
things people do and
would not feel as fulCounseling Center Dr.
say. If someone yells at
filled if I was just teach'gkilee***-- 4 ,,-flK,
"What are you
Ifflrefent, I tell my classtalking about? I'm not
es that I hope to learn as much as [the stu- angry!" of course I realize that they are,
dents] do that semester, not because I but I don't necessarily tell them that. It
haven't read the materials but because the would be like talking to someone who is a
interaction and talking about a process like doctor but not your doctor, and having
therapy will always change.
them tell you that you should get that
Carver. In all your years of counseling, mole removed.
does hearing about so many people's probCarver. You also serve as faculty advilems take its toll on you?
sor and assistant coach for the women's
Randy. Hearing about it doesn't. But squash team. Do you play at all?
it is different for me because I don't just
Randy. I used to in college and still do
dwell on the problem; I'm thinking about some, but I have had both my hips
[the patient] and trying to help them find replaced so not as much as I'd like. When
a way through their problem. So, in that I coach though, I try to help the girls if
sense it's not a depressing problem, it's a they are nervous before a match or drained
process.
going into the last game. I do have some
Carver: Clearly you respect the confi- expertise in sports psychology but given
dentiality of students who come to you, the fact that our team is fifth in the counbut if the job ever overwhelms you, is try, there isn't much in the way of coachthere anyone you seek counseling from?
ing that I can contribute.
Randy. Luckily enough for me we have
Carver. You also founded The Journal
a terrific staff at the counseling center. on Non-verbal Behavior. What is one comOccasionally, we get together to discuss mon, n'on-verbal communication that peotough cases that we're having. We don't ple make?
use names to respect confidentiality, but
Randy. Well, I could tell you a comthe office is almost unique in that we have mon gesture people make, but that does
that sort of relationship.
not mean there is a common meaning
Carver. Are you ever completely behind it. You have to consider each
stumped by a certain student or patient movement separately because they can
mean different things at different times.
that comes to talk to you?

For example, if someone is crossing their
arms, I could infer that they are angry or
impatient, but it's quite possible that they
are just cold. [As he is talking I, Carver,
realize my arms are crossed ... must be a
draft in here.]
Carver. Do you have any final message
that you would like to share with Trinity
students?
Randy. The metaphor I like to use is
falling off your bike and skinning your

knee. Students need to understand that it
is okay to skin their knees. Parents want to
stop their kids from falling off their bike
and cracking your head open. That's fine,
but let your son or daughter skin their
knees. Some parents want to be there for
their child every step of the way. Support
is great, but you learn to deal with life by
dealing with college at a level that you can
take, and [the students] are all competent,
capable people.

GREAT JOBS FOR
COLLEGE STUDENTS!

MARKETING
Our company has now opened up some job
opportunities
for interested students willing to work
PROFESSIONALLY and with AMBITION.

THIS IS THE HIGHEST PAYING JOB OF IT'S
KIND.
It is our goal for someone who works part time
to make full time pay -$$$$- when effective in
this position.
We train, but we require student employees to be
punctual, hard working, energetic and model
employees.
Some recent hourly rates paid to
others in this position includes:
$18.80/hr. $29/hr. $36.52/hr. $46.07/hr. $26.20/hr.
$42.27/hr.
$66.92/hr. $25/hr. $64.90/hr. $17/hr. $21.90/hr.
$40.54/hr.

* Flexible hours available*
CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW
CALL NOW - WE'RE HIRING TODAY!

(860)-218-2233 Ext 18
Patty Kirouac,
General Manager,
Peoples Products, Inc.

Smack That,
'Til You Get Sore ...

Frat Basement's
Dirty Bath Water

Please Hold While Your
Party Is Reached ...

AT was part of a crowd that
eavesdropped on the sexy
sounds of a midday romp, resonating through the Concrete
Jungle. After a series of satisfied sighs, AT & Co. heard an
unsatsifying spank. Both AT
and the female recipient were
duly surprised as there followed a stunned silence and a
shriek: "Ouch!" Yeah ... exactly what AT was thinking ...

Many male meddlers were
witnessed, by AX contributing
to the soapy mess at a certain
Friday night frat party.
Completely contradicting the
cleaning power of the Dial,
said meddlers hocked loogies
at lathered-up party-goers
from across the dance floor
(read: tub). The victims carried
on unknowingly, mistaking
the spit for soap.

A male junior was observed
weaving, absolutely hammered,
down Crescent while slurring
on his cell. AFs unlucky lush
proceeded to face-plant into
the cement. Timber! Despite
his severe bodily injuries, and
near comatose state, he desperately repeated to his booty call,
"Hold on ... Hold on ..."
Thank God his libido wasn't
bruised ...

No Applause,
No Admission
Frat door policies now
mirror those at Tenjune. On
Saturday, AT looked on as a
brazen
boy
attempted
admittance to a brotherhood basement through
jest. Said boy s riddle ("Why
did the invisible man look
in the mirror?") heard crickets. AT rules: the invisible
man has a better chance of
getting in than you ...
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\u Overdraft Fees &Juty Duty
bottom line, if you really did Dear Summoned Student,
not receive information and you
It's your obligation as a U.S.
can prove that fact, there should
citizen to serve if called for Jury
not be an issue.
Dear Annie,
If you did receive informa- Duty. If you ignore the sumI received a notice that I was tion about the fees, there are a mons, there are criminal charges
charged aver $300 in different few things you could try, since you may face. That said, jury
fees because my balance was you have nothing to lose! Play service policies differ between
negative in my checking the sympathy card. Call the states. I assume you have been
account. I'm on a strict budget bank and explain the situation; called for Connecticut jury servand it was an honest mistake. Is that you are a poor college stu- ice.
Since Trinity students are
there any way I don't have to dent and do not have the extra
residents
of
money. Chances are that if this technically
pay?
is your first offense, the bank Connecticut, we are eligible for
will waive the fee. If you are a Connecticut Jury Duty. Jurors
- "Feed" Up
repeat offender, you are out of are picked randomly from a
number of statewide lists.
luck; be more careful.
There are a few exceptions to
If
the
bank
won't
waive
the
Dear "Feed" Up,
fee, try getting them to reduce it the service requirement. For
This seems to happen to by taking off one of the other example, if you have served
everyone at least once. Banks random fees that they tack on within the past three years (perbesides the basic haps in your home state, and
can be really
overdraft fee. If you have a certificate/proof of
sneaky, especialBelieve it or not, banks your bank has a Juror Service from that state), or
ly
when
it
policy
where if you have recently committed a
are allowed to [add on
comes to overthey charge you felony, or are over 70, you do
drawn accounts.
negative fees as a cona sum of money not have to serve. You can find
It's a relatively
sequence
of
the
negaevery
week that all the exemptions online on the
common pracyou
have
a nega- Connecticut Judicial Branch
tive
balance]
as
long
as
tice for banks to
tive balance and Web site, www.jud.ct.gov. Keep
not only charge
it is written in their
it has been build- this Web site in mind to find
you for your
policy. Check over
ing up, tell them contact information and specifnegative balance
that you were ic service instructions.
your account paper(the actual overnot
informed
In Connecticut, when you
draft fee), but
work for the overdraft
until now, that receive your jury service date,
also to add on
fee or negative balance
you
had no you are allowed to postpone
random fees as a
money
in your your assigned day to any date
policy. Often it is hidconsequence of
account,
and within 10 months of your origithe negative balden and in very small
think the fees are nal date. To do this, you can
ance, "adminisprint or in a letter that unfair. You can write or call the Jury
trative fees" or
the Administrator in Hartford. The
may have looked unim- continue
something like
complaint
address is P.O. Box 260448
that. Believe it
portant.
process by writ- Hartford, CT Q6126, and the
-ot at^p^ banks
>.
ing certified let- phone' number is 1-800-842are" allowed to
ters.
8175. The notification letter may
do this as long as it is written in
Some banks, such as Bank of even include a postponement
their policy. Check over your
account paperwork for the over- America, Chase, and Sovereign request form.
Generally, when you go to
draft fee or negative balance Bank, have an optional overdraft
policy. Often it is hidden and in protection service, where money Jury Duty as a student, they will
be
somewhat
very small print or in a letter will be automati[...] if you have served
understanding as
that may have looked unimpor- cally transferred
from
another
they are comtant.
within the past three
account
like
pletely aware that
In the unlikely case that you
years (perhaps in your
savings
Jury Duty, a
did not receive any information your
home state, and you
missed day of
about your bank's overdraft pol- account to your
icy, call them, and they should c h e c k i n g
have a certificate/proof classes, is an
inconvenience
take off the fees. Prove your account, if you
of Juror Service from
and a wasted
ignorance as best you can, using overdraw your
that state), or if you
In
expense for colthe most evidence possible. checking.
However, proving that you did most cases, you
have recently commit- lege students. If
the trial is going
not receive the notice may be can sign up for
ted a felony, or are
service
to be long, they
difficult. (Find the number on this
over 70, you do not
will probably not
any bank-related paperwork or online through
choose you for
on the Better Business Bureau your bank's Web
have to serve.
However,
the case. Just
using the business search tool, site.
make sure to let
www.bbb.org). As always, if your you will probaphone calls don't get through, bly have to pay for this in some them know that you are a student
write a certified letter to the way, through a transfer fee with college responsibilities.
bank explaining your situation-. if/when you overdraw your
If for some reason you are not
You could also contact your account.
a registered citizen of Connecticut
state's Division of Banks (DOB)
Usually, once someone has and you are called for Jury Duty
about your issue. The Division to pay these ridiculous overdraft from your home state, you will
of Banks is the state agency that fees, they, learn their lesson and have to abide by the laws and
regulates banking laws, credit it does not happen again. Keep postponement rules of that state.
issues, and helps to mediate careful tabs on your account If you want, you can let them
problems.
Connecticut's balance through the ATM or know by phone call or letter that
Department of Banking Web your bank's online feature. Save you are not living in the state anysite is www.ct.gov/dob, and your receipts, be careful using more and should be taken off
their main phone number is your debit card in retail stores, their list. This should not be comwith
proof
of
(860) 240-8299. Check the Web and make sure to keep track of plicated
Connecticut residency.
site for numbers that connect all the checks that you write.
you to a specific division (like
When you are serving,
human resources) or ask on the
although it's horribly boring,
phone. For any other state, find
make the most of your time in
the DOB Web site within the Dear Annie,
court. There's a lot to learn about
state government Web site. If
the judicial system. Bring a good
the DOB does not help, you
What's the policy For stu- book and be aware that some
could file a complaint with the dents and Jury Duty?
courts do not allow the use of cell
state Attorney General or the
phones or laptops. Call ahead and
Federal Trade Commission. The - Summoned Student
find out the restrictions.

Horoscopes

By ANNE BENJAMIN '10
TRIPOD STAFF

AQUARIUS
January 20 - February 18
Your methods may not be so orthodox (e.g. your
strong support for the "Lost Weekend") but my God
do you have money. Your friends can run amok in
your daddy's hotel and you bring home mad strippers.
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Chuck Bass

H
T

PISCES
February 19 - March 20
You are a rebel with your shaved head and all-black
attire and your aspirations as a budding filmmaker.
How do you live with yourself? Because one day you
will be Blair WaldorPs roommate. Righteous.
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Vanessa Abrams
ARIES
March 21 - April 19
A tall 5'7" frame, gorgeous blond locks, model-esque,
millions of friends in high places, smart ... how are
you this perfect again? Oh that's right, you're fictional. A figment of Cecily von Ziegesar's imagination.
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Serena van derWoodsen

TAURUS

April 20-May 20

Yes, your daddy may own everything and you might
be best friends with some of the most popular girls in
Manhattan ... you just lack personality and a brain.
Too bad daddy can't buy those!
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Isabel Coates

GEMINI

May 21-June 21

You represent the future. After everyone graduates it
will be your turn to shine. You and your gaggle of
friends will eventually become the new Blair and
Serena. Three is the new two.
Gossip Girl is Watching You: The Carlyle Triplets

CANCER

June 22 - July 22

You have many friends as you are kind of considered
the token, ail-American pretty boy (despite your illicit
drug habit) Fjnd.yourself^ quickly, otherwise more
% $# could go down.
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Nate Archibald
LEO
July 23-August 22
You're a pretty sweet person, despite your suicidal tendencies and fears of social acteptance. It's tough being
in the same U.E'.S. league as your sister but no one
•said life was going to be easy.
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Erik van der Woodsen

HP

VIRGO
August23-September22
As someone who desperately craves social acceptance
you will do just about anything to be friends with the
"in" crowd. That's seen as needy and tacky. It's time
to find your own niche and make new friends.
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Jenny Humphrey

LIBRA

September 23-October 22

You used to be an awesome person. You used to be
chill and you used to date rock stars. USED TO. Now
you're just another self-obsessed U.E.S. mother looking out for numero uno. Tsk tsk.
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Lillian van derWoodsen

m

SCORPIO
October 23-November 21
No one actually likes you as a human being although
they do love your clothing line. Too bad it will never
get launched at Bendel's due to your failure to hire a
competent artistic director for your ad campaign.
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Eleanor Waldorf

SAGITTARIUS November 22-December 21
Evil bitch. You can't even trust your own best friend!
You constantly dream of starring in a revamped version of Breakfast at Tiffany's but you don't really have
much credibility as an actor. At least you have $.
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Blair Waldorf

CAPRICORN,

December 22-January 19

You are a pretty decent kid. You're not exactly the
coolest kid on the block but you do happen to find
yourself at the best parties with the hottest girls.
Feeling lucky, punk?
Gossip Girl is Watching You: Dan Humphrey .

J
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Women's Crew Co-Captains Discuss Direction of 2007 Team
By LAUREN TURUK '09
TfUPOD STAFF
This weekend I sat down with Amanda
Kulik and Carmel Zahran, senior co-captains of the Trinity College Women's Crew
team, to talk about their roles as captains,
their latest race at the Head of the
Housatonic, and the biggest race of their
fall season.
LT: How do you feel about being the
captains of the entire women's crew team?
AK: Well, first of all it's a tremendous
honor to be elected captain of a team. I
mean, you have all these people who
believe in you.
CZ: I think it's great because it's a really big team and we have a lot of diversity
on the team in terms of personalities. And
we have been a very successful team in the
past and it's exciting to be a leader for a
successful team. And hopefully we will
continue to be successful in the future.
LT: What sort, of responsibilities do
you have as captain?
AK: To maintain a positive attitude and
to keep communication open between the
teammates and Wes [Head Coach of
Women's Rowing Wesley Ng].
CZ: I think it's interesting being a crew
captain. It's not like lacrosse or soccer
where a captain's role is really defined
where you call out the drills. The captain's
role on the crew team is just what Amanda
said, it's basically trying to get everyone to
work as hard as possible and to have as
much fun as possible doing that.
LT: Although both of you had to sit
this past weekend's race out due to
injuries, how do you feel your team raced
, in"tte Housatonic?
CZ: I think they raced really well. I was
actually watching them from the sidelines.
I'm excited to see what we can pull off for
the-Charles.
AK: I was really impressed, especially
since some people were rowing 24 miles
[up the racecourse and then back down
the course to the boathouse]. It was really
exciting to watch. I actually ran down half
the course with another girl who is injured
and we watched them. It was just really
good to see everyone in sync with each
other and everything coming together.
And I can't wait to see what happens this
weekend.
LT: A few weekends ago both of your
varsity boats did a great job at the Head of
Riverfront and you placed second at the
NCAA Championships last semester. How
do you feel about your team this year compared to last?
CZ: If you compare where we are this
fall to last fall, we actually have improved
a ton. And so, hopefully, if we continue to
improve at the same rate and continue that

through winter training, hopefully we can
have an even better year at NCAAs.
AK: I definitely think that we're an
even better team. Although we lost some
great seniors last year, we were still able to
maintain that cohesive team effort this
year.
LT: Next weekend is the Head of the
Charles, the biggest race of the fall season.
Is your team ready for it?
CZ: Yeah. I think people worked very
hard in the summer and that has really
paid off. And now we're solidifying boat
speed, trying to really row together as
much as we can. So, with this week, you
know, you always want more preparation
than you're given. But we have the mentality, a good mentality going into it. We're as
ready as we can be.
AK We definitely have strong competitive minds out there and the fitness is definitely present. So, we'll see how we do!
LT: What would you like to see the
team really focus on for this race or just
finishing up the season in general?
AK Really balls to the walls going for
it. Leaving nothing behind as well as just
having a great last fall season race and really getting ready for the spring. Like having
that as the set point for the winter season
training, which is kind of the bottom line.
Being like, this is awesome and let's just go
right into the winter.
CZ: We've been really focused about
our off-water training fitness. And I would
really like to see this team focus on boat
speed. At the end of the day, you know,
the erg [rowing machine] doesn't win. The
boats do. We want the team to focus on
boat speed and pulling hard.
LT: Now, when you are in Boston for
the Charles next weekend is it all work and
no play? Or do you find time to have
some fun as a team?
eZ: It actually turns out that the JV
races on Saturday and the varsity boat
races on Sunday. So, it's not all work and
no play, because we both get to watch each
other race and...
AR Team dinners!
CZ: Yeah, team dinners, which are very
fun. But the work is also the play.
LT: Since the Charles is your last race
of the season, going into winter training,
what do you hope to see your team accomplish? .
CZ: Honestly, getting as many people
as possible on board. Because if you get a
really strong team cohesiveness to really
attack the winter training without cutting
corners, then numbers will improve. The
most difficult part is getting people on
board.
AR Especially during the winter.
CZ: Yeah, in the past when people have
really committed to it, we have done really
well. And we actually have a really great
group of freshmen this year who are very

Spring Break 2008
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Go
Free! Best Prices Guaranteed
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
S. Padre and Florida.
Call for group discounts.
1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com
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San-Eou Lan
Seniors Cnrmel Zahran [kit) and Amanda Kulik are the co-captains of this year's Women's Crew team.

intense and are all happy to be here. We
love them on our team; they contribute a
lot to Trinity women's crew. We look forward to working with them along the winter as well.
AK: I think it will be a great chance to
do different things. Not only to be on the
erg, but to lift a lot and to get into that
springtime fitness over the winter. I feel
like the winter is probably the most important part because after the fall you're at

this level of fitness and if you don't do
anything during the winter then you have
to start all over in the spring. And I feel
like the girls that we have definitely will
participate in the winter training and
they'll make the spring training even more
exciting.
LT: Well thank you both for your time.
And good luck next weekend at the Head
of the Charles!
CZ and AK Thanks!

Offense, Defense Both Fall Short
as Jumbos Beat Bantams, 16-10
continued from page 24
McGrath and one sack. McGrath finished
the game with 180 yards on 18 of 37 passing.
Senior inside linebacker Nile Lundgren
led the Bantams with 10 tackles (1.5 for
losses), while junior inside linebacker Tyler
Berry and sophomore defensive end Kyle
Williams finished with nine apiece. Senior
defensive lineman Jeff Carpenter recorded
three tackles for losses.
The Tufts victory was its first over
Trinity since 2001, while the Bantams -

winners of 37 of 38 - took their first loss
to a team other than Williams since
November 3, 2001 against Amherst
College.
"We need to practice harder and play
together," said Rettig. "We are going to be
fine and still have a great shot at reaching
our goal, and that's winning the NESCAC
title. Yeah, this loss hurt, but we have a lot
of senior leadership and will win out and
hopefully reach our goal."
Trinity will face the Bowdoin College
Polar Bears next Saturday at 1 p.m. at
home.

Golf Team Gaps Exciting Fall
with ECAC Tournament Win
ByJORDYNSIMS'10
TRIPOD STAFF
On Sunday, Oct. 7, the Trinity College
Golf team took the Championship
Tournament Title for the Eastern College
Athletic Conference Division III New
England Golf Championships. The championship was held at Chicopee Country Club
in Massachusetts. Standout members included sophomores Josh Grossman, David
Anderson, and Reid Longley. Each of the
three placed in the top six.
Grossman led the team, finishing third
with a two-round score of 147. The first day
he finished the opening round with an evenpar 71. Sunday Grossman completed his second round with 5-over 76. Longley, meanwhile, came in fifth with a first day score of
76 and a second day of 73, making a total of
149. Anderson tied for sixth with an overall
score of 150, scoring 75 both Saturday and
Sunday.
After the first round on Saturday, Trinity
was tied with Nichols College with both

teams at overall scores of 299. Trinity pulled
ahead on Sunday for a two-day total of 599.
Over the two rounds, Trinity led the
Championships in both par 4 (4.27) and
par -5 (4.95) scoring. The team was also second in total pairs with 98 and third in
birdies with 17.
Nichols ended the weekend in second
with a final score of 607. Tied for third at
624 were University of Massachusetts at
Dartmouth, Johnson and Wales University,
and Springfield College. Trinity won the
Championship Tournament Title by 17 out
of a total of 15 other teams.
After an even-par 72 score on the
Sunday
of
the
NESCAC
Golf
Championship Qualifier, Grossman was
named the 2007 NESCAC Player of the
Year. In 2005 Trinity golfer George Boudria
'07 received the award, while Reid Longley
'09 claimed it in 2006, making Grossman
the third consecutive Trinity golfer to be
honored. Grossman was also named to the
NESCAC Golf All-Conference First Team,
as was Longley.
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Detrick Brings Title to Golf Program Bants Drop Two to End
Five-Game Win Streak

always be there for us."
What Detrick used to be is
readily apparent when speaking to
Were Coach Bill Detrick writ- him. He brought his Central
ing this article, he would give no Connecticut Blue Devils to six
mention to the accomplishments regional championships in the
of his coaching past. Gone would NAIA before moving to the
be the 465 wins amassed as Central NCAA. He holds school records
Connecticut State University's all- from his playing days at CCSU as
time winningest basketball coach. a punter on the football team and
You'd find no reference to his six is the only Blue Devil to date with
teams which qualified for the 12 varsity letters. Not only was his
NCAA Division II national tourna- basketball number retired, it hangs
ment. Conspicuously absent would above the court bearing his name,
be the school-record 26 wins from William H. Detrick.
the 1983-84 season. And forcibly
After so much success, which
pushed aside would be his nomina- ended with CCSU's jump to
tion as a charter member of the Division I in 1986, Detrick was
CCSU Athletic Hall of Fame.
approached by Trinity Athletic
Detrick, sitting in a musty cor- . Director Rick Hazelton in 1990
ner office in the Ferris Athletic with a proposition - leave Coast
Center with nary a sign to betray Guard (where he spent a year
its occupancy, makes his point coaching basketball) and lead a
loud and clear: "This is about the Trinity golf program in desperate
need of a coach. In the realm of
kids."
"It's not what you used to do - Connecticut sports, to the casual
it's what you're doing now," he observer, this would be the equivainsisted. "Now, I am the coach of lent of asking Stevie Ray Vaughan
Trinity College golf. It doesn't mat- to quit the blues and guitar for
ter what you used to do. Now, I am awhile and come play tambourine
for your garage band.
a grandfather."
At this juncture, it's easy to see
And to countless people in the
Trinity community, what Detrick is how Detrick could fall into nostalgia and paint himself as any sports
doing now matters a great deal.
"Coach was definitely one of movie would. He'd be the retired
the reasons why I came to Trinity," old ball coach, full of witticisms
said golf captain Josh Biren '09. and awash in past achievements,
"He told me before I came to holed up into a tiny office for a
Trinity, 'You have a lifetime con- low-paying, off-the-budget coachtract with me.' And every player ing job, the leader of a program
has that with him [...] He wants to with little success. The story would
mold us into successful people. If culminate with Trinity winning the
vre ever need anything, he, said h.e'U school's first-ever NESCAC title
ByJAYACUNZO '08
TRIPOD STAFF

#
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this season, followed by its first
ECAC championship. The movie
writes itself- picture a slow-motion
shot of the team hoisting the octogenarian onto their shoulders as
they celebrate getting one for the
Gipper.
Now picture Detrick beating
his players over their heads with his
navy Blue Devils cap and demanding he be let down.
"When I took the job, my
friend was a coach at Wesleyan, and
he said to me, 'You'll never win at
Trinity,'" said Detrick. "Well, it didn't bother me because winning wasn't my goal."
Coach gruffly shrugs off the
idea that his team should go out
and win tournaments for him.
"Win or else" may have been his
M.O. while at CCSU, but at
Trinity it's all about the process.
One of Detrick's favorite sayings runs: "Education is what you
remember when you've, forgotten
everything else."
Coach has certainly not forgotten his success prior to Trinity golf.
Indeed, it's a resume to put most to
shame. He just prefers to nudge the
past aside in favor of the present in
order to help his team along in the
future.
"I would say in all the sports I
coached, golf is probably the best
one for preparing a young man to
do what he has to do when he gets
out," he said. "Everyone thinks
everyone at Trinity is going to be a
leader. We can't all be leaders, but
we want to help each person develop those skills."

continued from page 24

his fellow players that they can
turn around and close on the
Eastern opponent Nick next three games.
Boretti proved to be formidable
The Bantams will host the
by scoring twice.
Bowdoin College Polar Bears,
Most recently, on Oct. 13, who are coming off their 11th
the Bantams were shut out 3-0 straight winning season, this
in Milford, Mass, at Tufts Saturday at 11 a.m.
University.
"The next two league games
The Jumbos relied on fresh- are critical in terms of our standin
the
NESCAC
man Alex Lach to score twice ing
Tournament," said Durland.
after the 41st minute.
"We have struggled to main- "We are eager to reassert our
tain focus throughout the game style of play in those games.
and that is what has been cost- They are two very good teams
ing us," said junior tri-captain who will test our discipline and
resolve, a challenge we look fordefender Phil Yeager.
He remains optimistic with ward to."
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E.G. Caner

Nick Cantone '09 picked up an assistintlie only goal of the game against Westfield.
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Cross Countiy Teams Take First Place at Westfieid Invitational
ByMATTFUENTESf09
TRIPOD STAFF
Both the Men's and Women's Cross
Country teams made an exceptionally
long day trip down to the prestigious
Paul Short Cross Country Invitational at
Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Penn.
on Friday, Sept. 28 in order to test themselves against some of the East Coast's
best talent, including perennial Division I
powerhouses such as Villanova and Iona.
Bantam junior Hunter Norte ran
exceptionally well, placing 15th in the
highly competitive' championship race.
He completed the five mile course with a
time of 24:40.
Unfortunately, the rest of the men's
team did not fare as well, and the
Bantams finished 27th overall in the
competition.
The women's team ran in the Division
III race, and they ran quite well, placing
third overall. They were led by a seventhplace finish from senior co-captain
Kristina Miner.
Senior co-captain Mandy Williams
and junior Allie Lemire finished close
together, placing respectively 24th and
28th in the 6,000-meter race. Sophomore
Jackie Hourihan was Trinity's fourth finisher, and classmates Kate Barton and
Giselle Harrington rounded out the
team.
The following weekend, Trinity traveled to Westfieid State in Westfieid. Mass,
for a lower-profile meet.
Men's captain Matt Anderson said,
"We weren't very happy about our performance at Lehigh, so we really wanted
»itd*ifeBound and have a great meet at
Westfieid State."

They did just that, as they took first
place in a dominating fashion, placing all
five of the scorers in the top 15. Even
more impressively, they did so without
their top two runners, Norte and junior
Sam Moorhead.
Anderson, an accomplished track runner, ran to his first collegiate cross country victory with a time of 26:36, and
freshman Wes Halstead finished right
behind him in 26:45.

A contingent of young runners completed Trinity's scoring, with freshman
Brendan Powers, sophomore Matt
Dennis, and freshman Steve Garner filling the third, fourth, and fifth team slots.
Anderson called Westfieid a "great
chance for some of our guys to make
their presence felt."
The meet helped to reinforce the
already strong depth on the men's team
as they look towards the championship

Courtesy of Kristina Miner
The Trinity College Women's Cross Country team placed first at the Westfieid Invitational two weeks ago.

season. With every strong race, they are
gaining confidence, and are poised to
make a run at both the NESCAC and
New England titles.
Many of the runners have adopted
the phrase, "AbuNai," the Japanese term
for "Look Out!" Though they have been
seen as a dark horse in the past, they
believe this could be their year to establish themselves as an elite New England
team.
The women's team, not to be outdone
by the men, also took home the
Westfieid title. Miner again was Trinity's
top. finisher, taking second place in the
3.1-mile (5,000 meters) race.
The top four remained the same from
Lehigh, as Williams placed fourth, Lemire
seventh, and Hourihan eighth overall. Yet
this time Harrington filled the fifth spot
for Trinity with a 17th place finish.
The women do not have the same
depth as their chief competitors in terms
of sheer numbers, yet all of the women
continue to raise the bar and carry the
team.
"Despite the meager size of our team,
we have got a lot of talent to work with.
Winning as a team at Westfieid was a
major confidence boost for all of us and
I'm hoping that that excitement will
carry through to the end of the season,"
said Williams.
The women's successes are a good
sign that they are quickly moving up the
ladder of the NESCAC.
Both teams had this past weekend off,
and next Saturday they will travel to
upstate New York to run at Saratoga.
That will be their final meet before the
NESCAC championships at Connecticut
College on Oct. 27.

Shutte, Bradley Lead Offense as
Bants Move into Fourth Place
continued from page 24
College Owls. Bradley drew first blood
for the third straight game on a penalty
corner three minutes into the game. She
then assisted senior co-captain forward
Marisa Shutte in the first of her two
goals.
Del Rossi scored unassisted to produce the Bantams' third goal in the first
10 minutes.
Currari took a penalty corner from
junior defender Emily Skipp and senior
forward Kat Conlon scored without an
assist to close out the first half.
Shutte converted another pass from
Bradley nine minutes into the second
half to cap the scoring on the day. Fraker
made five saves in the game and earned

her third shutout.
The four-game win streak came to an
end for the Bantams on Oct. 13, though,
as Trinity fell to Tufts by a score of 2-0.
The Jumbos, ranked 20th in the nation,
outshot Trinity 21-7. Fraker picked up
nine saves in the first half and 16 on the
day.
The loss to Tufts coupled with the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears' win last
weekend over Connecticut College
secures Bowdoin the number one seed
and a first-round bye in this year's
NESCAC Championship Tournament,
but there are still six spots remaining.
The Bantams will fight for one of
them this Saturday at 11 a.m. against the
number one team itself as they look to
hand Bowdoin its first loss of the season.
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The Trinity College Field Hockey team went 3-1 over the past two weeks to move into fourth place.
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Football Takes First Loss
of Season, Falls to Tufts
ByJAYACUNZO '08
TRIPOD STAFF
After a game in which the
Trinity College , Football team
positively
demolished
the
Hamilton College Continentals,
42-7, on Saturday, Oct. 6, the
Tufts University Jumbos separated themselves from the pack in
the NESCAC with a 16-10 win
over the visiting Bantams on
Saturday, Oct. 13. Tufts (4-0)
remains the lone undefeated team
in the conference, while Trinity
drops to 3-1. The Jumbos now
stand alone in first place thanks
to Williams College, who handed
previously unbeaten Middlebury
College their first loss of the year,
30-22.
"This was.a total team loss,"
said senior co-captain Matt
Rettig, an anchor for the Bantam
defense at outside linebacker.
"The defense along with the
offense did not play our best
games, and it really hurt us
Saturday. The blame is placed
equally on both of us."
The Bantams started the game
offensively on theii ovm five-yard
line following ,i 45-yard Tufts
punt. On the first play, Trinity
was called for a holding penalty
in the end zone which awarded
the Jumbos a safety and the early
first quarter lead.
The Bantam offense stormed
73 yards back, including a 54-yard
pass by junior quarterback Eric
McGrath to classmate wide
receiver Connor Wells. A 17-yard
touchdown catch by senior wide
receiver Joe Clark gave Trinity the
lead, 7-2. They extended their
lead in the second quarter on a
25-yard field goal by junior kicker
Adam Cox which made the score
10-2 - the final score for the visiting Bantams.
"A lot of the people are look-

ing to blame the offense, but we
had the lead at halftone,"; stated
Rettig. "If the defense didn't let
them score, we would have won."
Trinity fumbled on the next
possession, and the Jumbos converted on the turnover, driving 72
yards for the score. The extra
point pulled the home team within one at 10-9 with 1:43 remaining in the first half
The following possession for
the Bantams resulted in another
turnover, this time on an interception by Tufts junior Ryan
Crisco. Tufts was unable to score,
however, and the Bantams
entered the locker room with a
one-point advantage.
Following a Trinity three-andout possession to start the second
half, Tufts junior David Halas
hauled in a nine-yard catch to end
the scoring in the game at 16-10.
The Bantams were unable to
score during the remaining 20
minutes, as the Jumbos stopped
Trinity on fourth down conversion attempts four times in that
span.
"We didn't underestimate
them, we just had a couple breakdowns on both sides of the ball
and got a couple bad bounces,"
Rettig said. "Some games you get
breaks and some games you
don't.
"We expected everything we
saw," he continued. "Not to take
anything away from Tufts - they
played hard - but we beat ourselves. We lost the game as a
team."
Senior running back Jordan
Quinones carried 25 times for a
season-high 120 yards. Trinity was
forced to throw more down the
stretch as they battled the clock,
however, which resulted in six
straight incomplete passes from
see OFFENSE on page 21

Jordyn Sims
Senior co-captain outside Knebacker Matt Rettig tries to shed a block. Rettig had a recovered! fumble against the Continentals.

Men's Soccer Takes Two Tough Losses
By HANNAH GHARRY '08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After winning five straight,
the Trinity College Men's
Soccer team lost twice during a
loaded week that brings them
one step closer to the playoffs.
They maintain a steady winning
record of 7-4 overall and 4-3
within the NESCAC.
The Bantams beat'Westfield
1-0 in overtime on Oct. 3 on a
goal by junior forward Brice
Vallieres, assisted by classmate
Nick Cantone.
On Oct. 6, the team beat the
Connecticut College Camels by
a "score of 2-1. Junior forward
Michael Van Beuren scored the
first goal nine minutes into play,

thanks to an assist by senior forward Jon Hayes. Earlier in the
season Hayes was sidelined by a
hamstring injury but has come
back to help when most needed.
With a pass by senior midfielder Colin Gigl, sophomore
forward Adam Lanza scored
second goal to ^
with i542^4*rf'Sie clock.
'"The quick goals "allowed us
to sit back and have more of a
defensive mindset," said junior
defender Dan Kupper. "They
scored off of a nice free kick in
the second half, but we were
able to possess well and hold on
for the victory."
The Bantams weren't as
lucky for the following two contests. Senior tri-captain goalie

Spencer Durland noted that;
injury and illness, especially for
defensive players, attributed to s
the unfavorable outcomes.
j
On campus the team
the Eastern CogjywfSWit State;
on Oct. 9. j
final score was 3-1, witbJ
junior Brice Vallieres providing;
the lone goal. Hayes and Van
Beuren worked together for the
assist.
• • i
An early first goal by Eastern
forced Trinity to claw its way
back into the game, according;
to Kupper.
I
"We couldn't dictate thd
pace of the game and were never
able to put them away," he said]
see BANTS on page 22

Wolcott Picks Up Hat Trick as Bantams Go 3-1 Over Two Weeks
By STEPHANIEAPSTEIN '10
TRIPOD STAFF
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Jordyn Sims
Sophomore forward Hadley Gleason fights a Conn. College defender for the bail.

The Trinity College Field
Hockey team recorded three
wins and a loss over a two-week
span en route to its current 8-3
overall record (4-3 NESCAC).
They now sit in fourth place in
the league, behind the Bowdoin
College Polar Bears (11-0 overall,
7-0 NESCAC), the. Middlebury
College Panthers (8-2 overall, 52 NESCAC), and the. Tufts
University Jumbos (7-3 overall,
4-2 NESCAC).
The stretch began with a 2-0
away win over the University of
Massachusetts-Dartmouth
Corsairs on Oct. 4. .
Freshman forward Christina
Bradley converted a pass from
classmate midfielder Carolyn

Cameron in front of the net
with 36:45 on the clock. With
20 minutes to go, junior forward
Karli del Rossi, on an assist by
senior co-captain midfielder
Katie Curran, took a shot from
just inside the red circle to make
the score 2-0. Sophomore goalie
Jill Fraker made three saves to
earn her second shutout of the
:
season.
Next up was a home game
versus the Connecticut College
Camels on Oct. 6, which the
Bantams won by a resounding 62. Sophomore forward Carrie
Wolcott shone for Trinity as she
recorded a hat trick during the
Bantams' string of six unanswered goals. . .
Bradley- opened the scoring
5:38 in on a pass from Curran.
Freshman
forward,
Brady

Keeshan scored on a penalty
stroke with just under 25 minutes gone and Wolcott collected
her first goal of the day on £
pass from Bradley with undei
three minutes left in the firs|i

half

.
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Almost 10 minutes into this
second stanza, Bradley addeC
another assist as del Rossi mach
the score 4-0.
I
Wolcott followed with twj
consecutive goals before thji
Camels scored twice late in th!<
game, but the rally was tonj:
avail as Fraker was able to shti
the door, making eight saves iji
the process.
[
The Bantams scored six agai'i
four days later in a 6-0 victor
over the visiting Keene Sta|
see SHUTTE on page 23 f

